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and Bald, Have Fine Time
At 31st Annual

“The Black Cat”
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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was estab- j
llshed In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was
established and consolidated with the |
Oezetts In 1882
The Free Press was j
established In 1855 anil .in 1891 changed |
Its name to the Tribune These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897

People who lived in Vinal Haven j
3f; years ago were all aware that
there was an organization in tlie
town that was up and doing, ready
at any time for fight, fun. or frolic
That organization was known as'
the Minks Club, and last Thursday j
night the surviving members of that;
femous Club staged their reunion;
.1
in honor of the 31st anniverasry j
Action Is eloquence and the
of the founding.
eyes of it he
Ignorant
more
Although there were quite a few j
learned than the ear
bald heads and too corpulent bodies
—Shakespeare
in the line up that gathered around
the table in Mrs. Kents Restaurant
at 6.30 the .name old zest and spirit
was there that was so much in evi
dence some thirty years ago. After
a couple of steaming bowls of lob
Gathered Much Inspiration
ster stew and a relaxing smoke the
From the State Boys’
gang adjourned to the old Mink
Den, now occupied as offices by Dr.
ConfereAce
V. H. Shields. There a short busi
The 31st annual State Boys' Con
ness meeting was held the following
ference. was held Friday. Saturday
Front row. left to right: George Huntley, Johnson, Duff, Capt. Billings, Chisholm, Iloreyseck, Jordan. Sec- offers being elected to look after
and Sunday at Auburn-Lewiston. ond row: Harrington. Hamlin, W. Cummings, Spinney. Wooster, Glover, Gus Huntley, Coach Don Matheson, the interests of the Club for the
Following registration Friday aft Manager HarJd Heal. Third row: Doit, M. Cummings, Chaples. McConchie, Small, Pietroski, Page, Dowling, ensuing year: Walter H. Ingerson
Economy. Mazzeo, Ellis, Allen and Perry were not present when the picture was taken.
ernoon at the YJU.C.A. greetings
as High Minky Mink. O. V. Drew
were extended from Lewiston and
With the pigskin's nose out of keen eyes analyzed the needs for was completely outplayed, Duff and as Track Maker, and S. K. Winslow
Auburn by Rev. Benjamin D. Tib
George Huntley getting away for as Trap Smeller. The other Club
improvement.
betts. president of the Ministers' joint, and another hard schedule
nice gains. Billings scored the members seemed to think that the
Much
of
the
desired
improvement
Association, and Robert Pugsley, disposed of, Don Matheson, the
winning
touchdown. The playing affairs of the Club would be well
president of the 1938 conference. Rockland High School coach yester was shown ln the second game
of the line as a whole was very taken care of by this trio. It was
After a business session, an address day took account of stock and found when the Rockland warrior's had
voted that the Minks enter and
creditable.
was given by Dr. Paul Harris Jr., that the past season has much to an easy victory over Hallowell, BlllRockland "had everything" in its prepare a float to represent the
of Washington. D.C.
commend
itself
when
viewed ings led the scoring with three last home game, with Bath. Chis- Club in the Sesqui-Centennial Cele
The evening meeting took place at
touchdowns. Glover adding two. The holm made the first score on a bration which will be held in Vinal
the United Baptist Church in Lew- through the partisan eyes of those
Rockland blocking was worthy of forward pass from Billings. Gus Haven next July. Minks M. E. Tol
iston, assembly singing being confollowed and sympathized with
special attention.
1 Huntley scored on a 40-yard run man. S. L. Winslow and E. J. Cla.vducted by Robert Oremley. confer- the orange and black. First of all.
The game with Winslow was one alter a pass from Billings. Billings ter being detailed to attend to same
ence song leader, assisted ta Oeorge the rchedule result* which were:
of the highlights of the season. The made the third touchdown after High Minky Mink W H. Ingerson
Bower, conference pianist and or
in lieu of delivering a speech of ac
blocking and tackling by the home a 60-yard run.
Rockland 6. Brunswick 0.
ganist. Rev. Harold C. Metzner of
players was especially good. Gus
Rockland 33. Hallowell 6.
Bar Harbor was found to be a ceptance on his election elected to
Waterville gave the Service of Wor
Huntley scored the first touchdown very strong team but did all of its read a poem of his own composi
Rockland 12. Winslow 13.
ship. with an address by Dr. Royon a forward pass from Billings in scoring in the first half. Much of tion which introduced some of the I
Rockland 0. Skowhegan 7.
Burkhart of Columbus. Ohio.
Rockland 13, Oldtown 7.
the opening period. The outstand- this scoring was due to injuries re- bizarre and strange actions that j
The Saturday morning service
Rockland 13, Farmington 0.
ing play of the second period was ceived by Rockland players in that took place within the Mink Den In
was presented by Dr Percy L. Ver
an 85-yard run from scrimmage by I half and with many regulars out of olden days.
Rockland 12, Oar’diner 6.
non a lecture and forum by Dr.
A telegram was received from
Billings, resulting in a touchdown. the game. In the second half
Rockland 19. Morse 7.
Burkhart and Dr. Harris. Lunch
Winslow had a heavy team, and its Rockland completely outplayed its Mink Harvey W. Webster from far
Rockland 6. Bar Harbor 27.
eon was served at the various
opponents and Glover scored a away Winter Haven. Florida and
When Coach Matheson made his power was the deciding factor.
churches.
psychic and telepathic messages
first look-see early in the fall he The Rockland boys had not re- touchdown.
Saturday afternoon was devoted
physlcally when they
found at his disposal only four covered
Here is a brief review of the were received from other absent
to a recreational program, preced
letter men. bequeathed from the tackled Skowhegan, and lacked teams prowess in addition to what Minks. Mink Fred Morong of South
ing a conference banquet in Lewis
Portland made the special journey
1937 stock—Billings, Duff, Mazzeo;scoring power when close to the has already been said:
ton City Hall, Saturday night with
and Perry' A squad of 27. which enemy's goal line. A pass from
Owen Allen's blocking back work to the old home hunting grounds,
John J. Butler presiding. Music
weathered the entire season, was midfield paved the way to Skow- was a valuable factor all through just to be in on the occasion.
was furnished by the Edward
rtiade up with the following addi hegan's score—the only one In the the season: Johnson at center was I” A short but moving script was I
Little High School Band, an inter
game.
1 strong on offense and made all of reat*
was written by HMM
tional players.
esting talk being given by Justice
A hard battle with Old Town his passes good. Chisholm and Ous Ingerson. but who was unable lo
Owen Allen. Chaples, Chisholm,
Harry Mansur of the Supreme
Myron Cummings. Bill Cumming-, found Rockland on the long end Huntly were especially good as pass stage his script on account of ha\ Court of Maine. The entertain- |
Dorr. Dowling. Ellis. Glover. Ham 13 to 7. The game at Farmington receivers. Horeyseck and Perry as tng to see a man. who in turn had
ment included an interesting dem
lin. Harrington. Horeyseck. George found Matheson's boys in top form. tackles, and McConchie and Perrv to go sit up with a sick horse,
onstration by the American pre
All Minks within the hunting
Huntley. Gus Huntley, Johnson. The first half was slow but Rock- in guard positions. The reserves
miere magician “Ralston.”
Jordan. McConchie, Pietrosky. Page, land came back fast in the second contributed their share to the sea- grounds were present except one
A leaders' breakfast was served
a very good percentage after 31
Small. Spinney,
Wooster and half to score two touchdowns.
son's success.
Sunday morning, the members later Economy.
I Rockland was also strong against
Rockland High loses a whole years.
attending Bates College Chapel Dr
Those present and able to sit at
The season's opener found Rock- Gardiner, although the latter was flock of good players in the coming
Rayborn L. Zerby presided, Jeff C.
the
table were S. L. Winslow, M.
land High stacked up against first to score. Billings scored on graduation—Captain Billings. ChisSmith, conducted the service and
, Brunswick, Billings made the only an off tackle play to tie the score holm, Duff. Horeyseck.*'Gus Hunt- E. Tolman, Dr. V. H. Shields. E. J.
Rev. Metzner gave an Informal talk. 5 touchdown of the game. Mathesons jand in the second half Gardiner 1 ley. Johnson. Jordan and Perry.
Ciayter. Frank Healey. W. H. IngerThose attending from this city
sson. Charles C. Webster, V. H.
were Grant Davis, William Cum
Mossman. A. F. Creed, L. E Wil
1 Legislative permission to carry out
mings, James Moulaison and John
liams. O. V Drew. F F Ames and
j his proposed program.
8torer,
representing
Rockland
Fred Morang. Unless a special
Under
the
present
set-up
it
is
difHigh, and Perry Howard, Robert
meeting is called sometime during
Smith, Richard Karl. Ralph Cowan. Com’r Greenleaf Wants His flcult to expect the best type of serv-. Questionnaires Sent Out By the year the next meeting will be
Harold Heal and Richard Spear
Commissioner Greenleaf Nov. 17, 1939.
Men To Work Under Bet ice from his force, he said. Some- j
times subject to discharge through
from “Comrades of the Way." Mr.
Are Bearing Fruit
ter Conditions
political changes and underpaid at
DeVeber was in charge.
<
$21 for a seven day week the men
Last week Sea and Shore Fisher
Better jobs for Sea and Shore
haven't much to inspire them to
READ ALL THE NEWS
ies
Commissioner Arthur R Green
, Fisheries wardens including a civil render more than ordinary service,
Provided For At the State
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
1 service plan which would assure job he declared.
leaf sent out questionnaires to all
Prison Under New W.
Under his new plan Greenleal Maine fishermen, dealers and fac
1 security, a retirement plan and an
P.
A. Allotment
increase Iin pay arc proposed by would have strict examinations, an tory operators seeking their sugges
BEANO TONIGHT
extensive system of training in all tions as to what steps should be
The Thomaston Grant, included
Commissioner Arthur R. Oreenleaf..
7.30 O CLOCK
phases of fisheries work and a stand taken to improve conditions in the in the latest list of W.PA. allot
Asserting that a well organized and
ard of service that would be of great fishing industry. Replies are com ments provides for $54,000 to be
American Legion
contented warden force was neces credit to the department and the
ing in rapidly but not thick and fast used in the construction of a cell
TWENTY REGULAR GAMES
sary if his departmentJwas to func State.
ALSO SPECIAL GAMES
enough.
block at the State Prison at an estiDOOR PRIZE
He said that he hoped to really do
tion with a maximum of efficiency
Today Greenleaf appealed for mated cost of $120,000.
Admission 25 Cents
The structure will take care of
Greenleaf said that he would seek something for the fishing industry more co-operation. To those who
140-lt
"other than just talk" and that in haven’t sent replies he requested [ 72 prisoners and will be 71' x 46' 6"—
his opinion reorganization of the that they do so immediately. He 38' 9” high. The building is to be of
general set-up of the warden force said that from the letters received brick walls on concrete foundations
was an important step.
to date his department had gath- with steel and concrete roof, tar and
STARS OF WEEI
Certain phases of the Slate High ered valuable opinion on several gravel roofing having a 20-year
With CORA DEAN
way Police and Inland Fish and major problems and that he de- guarantee, to contain three tiers of
and LITTLE WILLIE
OFFERED AS DOOR AWARD
Game
department’s “excellent" sired a more widespread concensus j two rows of cells with steel plate
10 Vaudeville Acts 10
warden service plans would bo of opinion.
walls, floors and ceilings with esWEDNESDAY NIGHT
THURS., NOV. 24
copied, he said. Pay Increases would
He indicated that his department cape-proof fronts and grills for priAt
Community Building
be small at first but "enough to let was preparing to take important soners' corridors, inside walls and
Benefit Rockland Fire Dept.
GLEN COVE DANCE
the men know that their services steps toward
helping various steel work to be given two coats of
130-131&136-140
140*11
were appreciated and so that they blanches of the industry and that mill white paint.
would value their Jobs enough to knowledge of the will of the ma
strive to improve themselves and jority was vital in mapping a pro
their department."
gram.
“I want it so that my wardens can
He said that through the quesbe sure of keeping their jobs just as tionnaires every man connected *"ish and Game Wardens
long as they do their work and so with the industry had an opportu
Will Soon Be Able To
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
that they can feel sure that excep nity to express his views and that
Qualify As Such
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24
tional effort and service will be re- I every suggestion would be given
Inland Fish and Oame wardens
EIGHT
PIECE ORCHESTRA
EIGHT
warded,” he sard
careful consideration.
Auspices Camden Outing Club
As soon as all replies are received being continuously trained in all
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
DANCING 8.30
Water power—a woman's tears. a full summary of them will be | branches of their work will soon
140-141
qualify as first-aid experts. Many
made public, he said.
The sob artist uses this power.
of the wardens have now passed
their tests and the remainder of
BASKETBALL CHALLENGE
the force of approximately 100 men
Local No. 4. Industrial Union of, will have done so by spring.
Marine and Shipbuilding Workers ] Chief Warden Lester Brown said
; of America, located in Bath, would that knowledge of first aid was
| like to arrange two basketball games considered an important feature of
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets, i with the strongest club In Rock- the wardens' training as they were
Make Reservations—Tel. 526 Camden
Lights and Small Appliances ! land—one at home and one in j called into service on many hunt
Also Sunday Dinners By Reservation
Installed and serviced
Rockland.
Anyone
interested ing, fishing and other accidents
Promptly
should write to Gus Meister, man in the woods.
At the Home of
To get the program underway
ager, and he will handle the mat
MRS. CHARLES BECKETT
12 wardens qualified as instructors
ter.
(Formerly of Community Sweet Shop, South Hope)
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
under the tutelage of Red Cross exUpper Mechanic Street, Camden, Me.
TEL 19-W
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS perts. They in turn have been train-

»•

By The Roving Reporter

All landowners, I fear, are not so
complacent and philosophical as R.
W. Frick, a farmer in Dresden, Tenn.
He posted his land in this manner:
“Be a good sport, gentlemen,"
the notice read. "You arc welcome
to come out to iny place any time
in season ... If you need a gun to
hunt with, ask the wife or myself
and we will lend you one. We have
several bird dogs; lf you want to use
one or all of them, come to the
house; we wlll make you as com
fortable as we can. All we ask in
return is please do not shoot around
my stock or buildings. Protect my
property as you would your own.
And last, but not least, observe the
law and be a good sportsman. Leave
a few for next year; you may want
to come back ..."

Maine’s Fine Lads

Asking Fishermen

To Aid The Wardens

A New Cell Block

JIMMIE and DICK

FREE CHICKEN

First Aid Experts

THANKSGIVING

DANCE

THANKSGIVING DINNER
75c and $1.00

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

WORK WONDERS

ing their fellow wardens.

EDITORIAL
REASONS FOR BEING THANKFUL
If »f needed anything to make us thankful next Thursday we have
only to remember that our country is at peace while Europe and Asia
are torn with war and dissension. Think of the hapless Jews in Ger
many; think of the new terrors which strike daily In Spain; think of
(he vast hordes which arc raining destruction on China; think of
these and other things whirh cause us to sometimes doubt if the world
is really civilized, and then eontemplate the situation here in America
which is still a land of peace and a land of plenty, even though the
business and industrial world are yet far from being on even keel. And
then let us glance at what the Nation's thief Executive and Maine s
Governor have found as causes for thankfulness—
“We have lived." says President Roosevelt, "in peace and under
standing with our neighbors and have seen the world escape from the
impending disaster of a general war. In the time of our fortune it is
fitting that we offer prayers for unfortunate people In other lands
who are in dire distress at this our Thanksgiving season. Our lands
have yielded a goodly harvest, and the toiler in shop and mill receives
a more just return for his labor. W'e have cherished and preserved
our democracy."
“It is on this nerasion." wrote Governor Barrows, “that we are
privileged as a Nation to offer thanks lo G-od for His divine goodness;
an opportunity when as a righteous people we should be eager to join
hands and hearts and In prayerful thanksgiving acknowledge the
blessings that have been ours. W'e should avail ourselves of the right
in this land, endowed with independence and freedom, to give wor
shipful praise for lhe gifts bestowed.
“In the midst of our thanksgiving observance this year wr would
net be amiss in adding supplication for those of nations torn by war
fr internal strife: in beseeehing that the American spirit of the
brotherhood of man under the Fatherhood of God become more
universal, and that out of the chaos that now endures thrrr will come
lasting peace throughout the world."
’*
WHEN THE PORTLAND WAS LOST

l our decades have passed since the loss of the steamer Portland,
las* seen off Thatcher's Island on the night of Nov. 26. 1898. All on
hoard, a total of 162 persons, went to their doom. Most of thr
passengers were Maine folks who had sprnt a happy Thanksgiving in
Massachusetts and were returning home. Many of the bodies were
washed ashore al Orleans, Mass., and among those chronicled the
sea tragedy was a Rockland hoy. the late F. Ernest Holman, at that
time doing Associated Press work in Massachusetts. In subsequent
years wreckage believed to be from the ill-fated steamer Portland
were found, but never was learned the mystery as to how and where
the steamer met its fate. The storm is said to have been thr most
terrific whirh has ever lashed the North Atlantic 4'oast. and is still
referred lo as “the night the Portland was lost." In this storm was
also lost the Steamer Pentagoel, commanded by (apt. Orris Ingra
ham nf Rockland, and scores of sailing vessels foundered.
KEEPING UP WITH THE JONESES

When work begins on three suprr-dreadnaughts just ordered by
the Navy Department there will be five of these powerful war rraft
under construction, and the rearmament drive will be in full force.
Eventually they will come to the Rockland course for trial, and
history will he repeating itself, for many ships of 35.000 tons have
had their standardization tests there and are now resting in marine
graveyards on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. The tremendous
expense in amassing a Navy which will "keep up with the Joneses,”
is beyond the comprehension of the layman; the necessity for having
a con, pel ent defense is understood by everybody but the pacifists;
but the ability to withstand air attacks is something whirh only the
next war will demonstrate.

Prices You’ll Like I| trading increasingprattention.
“"““ mStraw“•
c™"1 J'“t as good as

Are Now Being’Quoted For.
, ,

j in mid-July.

.

the Thanksgiving Dinner
Table

Other lines et cetera.

----------------

A Thanksgiving Day service will
be held at the First Church of
Fine and fat are the Christ, Scientist, corner of Cedar
New York and Vermont and Brewster streets at 10.30 o'clock
turkeys which
have on the morning of Thanksgiving
found their way into I Day.
Rockland markets at
-----------------29 cents the pound, and in sizes YOUR FAVORITE POEM
which suit the customers’ oonIf 1 had my life to live again I
venience. Native turkeys arc also would have made a rule to read some
and listen to aome music at
ln good supply and the price is 37 poetry
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
cents.
Darwin.
Geese and chickens go on the
PEOPLE WHO ARE KIND TO ME
score board at the same price, 27
People who are kind to me.
cents, fowl commands 27 cents. (Make
life seem worth the living,
w hile ducks may be bought as low j They make me feel I ne'er regret
__
The dally bit I'm giving,
as a cents. ,
i
j know are playlng falr_
These prices are materially lower; Whose deeds are so sincereSuch folks I like to try to please—
t
u me «nr.h
Tv
such fniku
folks are Hoar
dear.
I
People who are nice to me.
Perry.
.. I Hold more than friendship's claims,
The local markets are
1 Something stirs within my heant.
stocked with vegetables in fact At mention of their names.
folks are not so kind at heart,
everything that goes to make a Some
They make the going rough.
Thanksgiving dinner the outstand But people who are kind to me—
I can not praise enough.
,,____ .... ___ __ _

»<

ti

than last jcai, dccoi(lin& to M. IS.

ing culinary attraction of the year,

—Frances Copeland

It is quite likely that some persons
may be deterred from attending the
World's Fair in New York next year
through fear of "getting lost" but
traffic experts are working on the
matter and there will be a direc
tional sign system which will enable
motorists from out of town to make
their way through the city to the
fair grounds without any such pos
sibility. Information booths will be
erected on every main thoroughfare.
The State Liquor authority in New
York has put its foot down on the
coming New Year’s Eve celebration,
ruling that the celebration must
cease at 3 a m. The rum ought to
be pretty well gone by that time.

Strange looking insects which ap
parently belong to the fly family
were reported by Oliver Hills on his
arrival at this office yesterday.
Neighbors report a similar visita
tion, and it is found that they have
their abiding places in bags of po
tatoes.

Mrs. Helen Gordon of Union street
hands me a copy of the Boston Olobe
of March 12, 1891. It contains 10
pages and bears slight resemblance
to the popular metropolitan newspa
per which now halls from that office.
When I returned from a Niagara
Falls trip a year ago I had some
thing to say about the suicides which
frequently occur there, but which
are seldom mentioned in the news
papers. So in the Sunday papers
I read with much interest this
United Press despatch:
The rushing waters of Niagara
Falks. America's great honeymoon
attraction, seem to exert a strange
influence that sometimes impels
visitors to commit suicide in the
thundering rapids. Approximately
300 persons have been swept in their
death over the falls during the past
quarter century, it is estimated. The
best available falls suicide record,
however, arc approximations as the
Niagara Falls State Reservation is
the only place where Official records
are kept and the commission has
ruled that none of its records are to
be made public.

Book Week is over. “What next?"
asks the Lewiston Journel. Keeping
track of the “Weeks” has come to
be somewhat of a task.
A Rockland girl who visited Wash
ington. D. C„ not many moons ago.
had the misfortune to lose her
pocketbook—a catastrophe, every
body will admit, in view of the ex
pectant need of cash. The search
extended through 36 cars before the
money container was finally located.
Which leads me to wonder why so
many persons of the feminine sex
lose pocketbooks.
One year ago: Ex-Mayor Leforest
A Thurston was elected president of
the Chamber of Commerce, which
was told by ex-Senator Harold F.
Schnurle of Portland that 15 small
industries were better than one big
one.—Among the 4-H girls who left
Maine to attend the National 4-H
Congress in Ohio was a Camden girl,
Clara Brownell.—Penobscot Bay was
waiting the inception of the new
freight steamship line.—A banquet
was given at the Elks Home for
Oliver R. Hamlin, the new depart
ment commander of the V.F.W.—W.
Scolt Carter. Friendship boat build
er. launched The Lively Lady.—Tho
Democratic city committee organ
ized with Perley E. Niles as chair
man and Clara T. Curtis as vice
chairman—Samuel F. Glover won
n.s Freshman numerals at Bates
College.
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The Courier-Gazette

The Community
Bowling
League

THKKK-TIMKS-A-WEEK

That we might be partakers of
His holiness. Heb. 12: 10.

Rod And Gun

450 498
John Bird Co. (0)
Marshall
114 83
Snow .......
85 87
Cummings
93 79
Pitts
65 98
Mason
88 102

485 1 433

“Done to a Turn” and Why!

Finland, The Host Selects July 20—
Aug. 4 As The Best lime For
Them

In preparing to play host to the
world during the 1940 Olympic
By
Games, the Finns are going about
Rl'TH WARD
the business in a thorough manner.
What the Maine Sportsmen
Are Doing Afield and Armour's topped Glendenning’s Last August, the committee in
Friday night by 42 pins. Ryder had charge of arrangements decided
Afloat
the high total. 312, and Flagg the upon the dates of the games as
New Brunswick officials com- high single, 116. In the first string. July 26—Aug. 4.
plaining that Maine is hurting' Armour's was up 28 pins, but went
A study of weather reports and
. ,,
down 17 in the second, gaining 31 records extending over several de
their bird hunting by not allowing
in the third.
rimrods to bring more than the Perry's Market took John Bird cades was made, with a view to de
termining what part ot the summer
Maine limit into and across ,il? I Co. over by 118 pins. Sukeforth roll- I
would be best for the games It
State are all wrong when they i ing high total of 322. and high was found that July 20—Aug. 4 was
blame the department cf Inland *tngle
H®. was credited to Ken the ideal period. During these two
Perry's won all three weeks it rains very little In southern
Fish and Game. According to Chief1 I e®ag(>
1 strings. ;aining five points.
1 Finland, fogs are practically non
Warden Lester, Brown no State
Armour & Co. (4)
existent. and only very moderate
officials, including those of his own.piggg
92 85 116—293 winds prevail. Furthermore, the
department have bothered hunters (Thomas
81 69 70—220 humidity of the air during these
.......... 76 80 89—346 two weeks is usually such as tc j
from New Brunswick so long as Brown
105 113 94—312 make for a marked feeling ot
their game has be.ti properly en-| Ryder
Jackson ..............
80 107 103—290 physical well-being. The tem-,
tered. If thrre is as ar.y difficulty it,
perature is even, being neither too
1' taking place at the border and is •
434 454 472 1 360 hot or too cold. The weather is
a Federal and not a State preposi- [
Glendenning’s (1)
in a word, bracing and invigorating
tion, he said. Blown declared that
i Shepherd
68 84 87—239
Thus the Finns have made, even
Ills department didn't car" whether Hpal
87 93 80—260 in the matter of selecting the dates
hunters brought in on? or a thou- Kugers
78 94 86—258 for the Games, every effort to assure
land birds providing they make ths| goffayer
79 99 81—259 the well-being of the athletes and
necessary customs report. New
Williams
94 101 107—302 the comfort of the tens of thou- i
Brunswick has claimed for instance
-------------------- I sands of visitors who will be attend- j
that if a Massachusetts hunter ‘
406 471 441 1318 j ing the games from day to day
brings the limit of 20 partridges into
Elaborate plans are being drafted
Maine for tranportation acrc.ss the!
Perry’s Market 15)
State that 16 are taken awav from , Legage ..................... 79 118 112—309 and put into effect for increasing
and modernizing hotel and other
them as th? Maine.limit is but four. sukeforth ..........
]07 ,02 113_322
accommodations. The whole na- j
Post
...... 87 91 79—257 tion one might say is being mobi
Barleys Island on Casco Bay.,.. ,
. ,,
.
.. | Marshall.................. 83 83 78—244 lized in the task of making sure
folks believe tirat they have tne1
Norton
94 104 103—301
the games will be a real success.
best tuna fishing on the Maine
coast arrd have set cut to t?ll the
v.orld about it They are to form a
club to promote the sport and to
give a fine annual trophy. 'Many
boat owners at a recent organiza
tion meeting said that they would
outfit for tuna. Commissioner
Greenleaf pledged tire full support
of the department cf Sea and Shore
Fisheries.

FOR YOUR MONEY AT A&P!

If you want your Thanksgiving Turkey done
to a turn—rich, delicious, tender—

69c to $3.39
handling 8 pound to 18 pound birds

CARVING SETS
DAISY NUT CRACKERS
EVERYTHING FOR THANKSGIVING

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

NOW FOR JTHE HOOPSTERS!

Without Laxative*—and You ll Eat
Everything from Soup to Nutt

Tlie etumach ihuuld digest two pounds of fnod
dally. When ycu eat heavy, graaiy. loarse or rhh
foods or when you are nervoui. hurried or chew
poorly—your storr.arh pour* <>ut loo much fluid.
Your food doesn’t digest and you have gak. heart
burn, nausea, pain or hour stomach. You feel sour,
auk and up*et all over
Dootori say nerer take a laxative for stomarh
ain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It take' those
title black tableu called Bell ans fur Indigestion
to make the excess stomach fluid harmh . relieve
dbtreas In 5 minutes and put >«"i hack on your
feet. Belief Is ao quick It 1* ainazi.ig and one 25c
package proves 1U Ask lor McU »w lot ludlgesUva

r

This store will remain
open Tues. Eve. until
9 o’clock — Wed. Eve.
until lo o'clock.

CLOSEDAU
day Thursday—
Thanksgiving Day
Prices Effective Tbfti
Wednesday, Nov. 23

LEAN-FRESHLY GROUND

HAMBURG
STEAK
ONLY ONE
PRICE
LB

C
| JC

Cunningham Heads K. & L. Basketball League
—The Season’s Schedule

SAUSAGE ° 25c
FOR STUFFING or STEWING

OYSTERS

23c

NORTH WALDOBORO

Ex-Mayor Leforest A. Thurston
has bought the Starrett-FamsHE sky’s the limit when it comes
worth house on Broadway and will
to progress in this mechanical
age. And this is very marked in the
convert it into a modem 'wo-flat
field of household equipment. Now
lesidence.
comes the super range introduced by
the gas industry—an appliance in
George F. Ryan is at Kncx Hos cluding the best features of all
pital with a broken leg. the result ranges, regardless of fuel. Although
gas ranges have given ex
oi a fall on a slippery walk at his modern
cellent cooking results, the new
home.
models distinguished by the letters
CP in a circle, offer the utmost in
Between the great things that we speed of preheating as well as every
other desirable advantage. And as
cannot do and the small things we usual, there are over 150 models to
will not do. the danger is that we suit individual cooking requirements
and differing kitchens.
shall do nothing.

T

GIVE YOUR WIFE A VACATION!

THANKSGIVING DAY

486 512 476 528 497 2499;
TAKE THE FAMILY TO
_____________________________

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

OPEN-

PURI PORK

KITCHEN AIDS

527 511 479 51S 510 2545
Black's
100 107 93 1C5 124—529
93 115 95 1C3 95—501
94 80 95 1C3 E2—464
105 118 99 94 94—510
94 92 94 123 92—495

ROCKLAND. MAINE

USE A LISK ROASTER
We have them—every style and size—

USED CARS

McKinney's team rolled 14 cenury strings at the Star Alleys last
light and it followed almost as a
ratter of course that his boys de
rated Black's team, the margin of
ictory being 46 pins Rackliffe had
iigh string <124> and high total,
'he score:
McKinney’s
JcKinney, 95 110 97 113 92—507
Villiams
110 97 93 103 106—503
7hattO.
121 99 100 95 112—527
lohnson,
92 111 96 106 102—507
Jaynard, 109 94 93 101 98-495

HOTEL ROCKLAND
For a Delicious, Well Served

DINNER ,Sr"ad;T.‘p“,. $1.00
PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY—TELEPHONE 58(1
139-140

cause we have no expensive fixtures, no costly
delivery service, nr b.okkeeping.
We buy for
enah nnd sell for cash—and pass big savings on
to you.
Shop at A&P yourself and find out how
to really save.
Copr. 1938 by Great A&P TEA CO.

462 MAIN STREET

TALK OF THE TOWN

With The Bowlers

MORE FOOD
You should see the big bagfuls of bargains that
smart women are taking home from A&P Super
Markets. They come into our big self-service "Food
department stores" and leave with more food—
top quality food—and spend less.
Here's why—
»e keep prices way down dn.. In and day out be

98—295
Wesley Mank who has had em- J At a recent meeting held in RockJan. 9—Rockport at Thomaston.
82—254 ployment the past few months oper- | land by the principals and coaches
Jan. 10—Rockland at Camden.
75— 247 ating a steam shovel returned home of the teams representing the KnoxJan. 13—Rockland at Lincoln.
' Lincoln League, the following offi76— 239 Saturday.
Jan 20—Camden at Rockland.
90—280
Mrs. Margaret Calderwood whofcers were elected:
Jan. 20—Thomaston at Lincoln.
has been guest of relatives in Massa- | President—Principal Oeorge E.
Jan. 24—Camden at Thomaston
445 449 421 1315 chusetts has returned home.
•Cunningham of Rockport High
Jan. 27—Thomaston at Rockland.
Maple Grange held an interest-] School.,
Jan. 27—Lincoln at Rockport.
ing meeting Thursday night. A j Vice President—Colby N Wood
Jan 31—Rockport at Rockland.
The Duck season ended Nov. 14.
fine program was furnished by the j Thomaston High School.
Jan. 31—Thomaston at Camden.
with Commissioner Stobie reporting
| Master and several members after, Secretary-Treasurer — Lawrence
Feb. 3—Lincoln at Camden.
the kill to be the largest in years.]
Dailey. Camden High School.
Feb. 4—Thomaston at Rockport
The partridge season closes the 15th. j Elks ladies night Thanksgiving which a lunch was served
Eve. Tickets at the door.
"And be ye thankful!" Thus saith the
The League schedule was ar- Feb. 7—Camden at Lincoln.
Birds have not been too plentiful
_____
good Book'
Feb. 7—Rockland at Thomaston.
due to late foliage and noisy hunt- J
Library will be closed So. then, let us pause and take a back- ranged as follows
ward look.
Dec 13—Lincoln at Thomaston.
Feb 10—Lincoln at Rockland.
To see where we failed to be grateful I
ing conditions.
: a;; (jav Thanksgiving Day.
for gifts
Dec. 16—Rockland at Rockport.
Feb. 10—Rockport at Camden.
Received from the Master of Life, who 1
I
Jan 6—Camden at Rockport.
Feb. 17—Rockport at Lincoln.
uplifts
!
Fish and Game officials are an-, Tjle ROckiand Radiator Works
one from the Slough of Despond
xiously awaiting the result of a
remoVe Nov. 27 from Park street Even
Who have trusted Hls promise, and Hls
righteousness donned
check-up on the first five-day open t£> 2g3 Main street, rear of Studley
L. Mank and Fred Jones has been • night when they gathered at Maple
Sv let us take heed lest we fall to
season on pheasants which ended furniture Co., on road to public
respect
taken up and a coverlet put in its Grange hall with baskets, bags and
Our grand-stres wish that we should
Nov. 15 Commissioner Stobie states ;anding
stead. The change was made Tea
elect
buckets filled with the necessities
that plenty of birds were found by '
_____
For special Thanksgiving one day of sible by changing the course of hte
each year—
of life for the benefit of a local
nimrods but fewer were shot than. There were lively times at the And th«t"day"as"appointed
ts now ver,| stream t0 empty its waters in th?
family who have met with adversity
was first expected. Many hunters Community
Building Saturday
near
....
tMedomak river below Walter's mil'.
end illness.
inexperienced in phea ant hunting I night when a basketball team from
Mrs. Blanche Witham of RockMrs. Maude E. Mank. Miss Shirly
vere fooled by the lens tails and the USS Yorktown defeated a local land recently visited Mrs. Fiora Howard and Mrs. Florence Mank
speed of the birds afoot baffled bath team 24 to 23.
Mank. John Stahl and Mrs. Nettie! motored to Rockland Saturday on
hunters and degs. It is hoped that
-------Witherspoon were also recent call-fa shopping expedition.
? definite check on results of a six-The Maine Central Railroad is
ers at Mrs. Mank's.
The school at Feyler's Comer Is
year propagation pregram will be catering to Thanksgiving travel
"Bert" Porter was a caller on busy getting funds to install elec
obtained Stcbie said that hunters'with two special buses, one leaving
friends in this vicinity recently.
tric lights in the .school-room The
BOUGHT
had not been too co-cperativc in re- [ Rcckland for Boston at 12.30 WedMr. and Mrs Lawrence Hollowelf cake sale at Crowell's store in the
porting their kill to date and rt- rtsday night, and the other leavAND SOLD
ol Jefferson were recent guests et. Hub" Saturday netted $9.51
quested that this be dene rign: ing Boston for Rockland at 11.45
122Ttf
Mrs.
Maude
F
Manks.
Free-will
offerings
ere
being
soiiaway. He said that a full report P m. Wednesday and arriving in
The bridge over the Glidden -cl[ecl t0 bUy a new
eqU1pm€nt
would be made in the near future. Rcckland at 5.15 Thursday mornbrook between the residences of H j Jor emergency caus
• • • •
I ing.
Salmon stripping at Guerette
------' The generosity of residents was
r r •’’rockland ' I'fH1!*-'-?]
away up north in the Arcostook John J. Wardwell underwent a
again demonstrated last Tuesday
Fish river chain has been highly ] second surgical operation at Knox
successful. Over one million eggs Hospital Saturday. A very favor—
By ]as,l Hnwlnrt
have been taken from 400 foh ar.d i ble word as to his condition was
the fish have never run larger. received this morning.
Assistant warden supervisor Levi
Dow of 'Fort Kent says that the Its pipe cleaning day south of
best and biggest salmon in the Crescent street, with a view to en
the
fire service
on
s.tate can be found in this string of hancing
lakes and streams.
Introduced Mechanic street. Tlie work is be
from Sebago around 30 years ago ing done by the National Pipe
salmon have found the water and|clealUn® Co • under th« direction
the feed to their liking. Many of cf JosePh Connors and the service
the fish taken fcr stripping weighed'*- ‘hat section of the town will be
over 15 pounds The egg will be interrupted most of the day. Supused in the Inland Fish and Garnet llnes are frequently cleaned by
propagation program and should the Camden and 'Rockland WaUr
produce tpltndid fish if thev inherit c°m*W and the ^tribution lines
Ithe size and beauty of thetr mothers. are now to have their turn. The
work will soon be extended north
ward.

Rackliffe.
Robbins.
Black,
AriCO,
Gardner.

Every-Other-Day
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Pull up your chairs, Gentlemen,
to the greatest clothing feast in
years

We’re not foolin’. We mean every word
of these headlines when we say that
these Thanksgiving suits and o’coats are
head and shoulder above any clothing
you owned in 1937, 1936 or any 1900
you can remember.

And best of all for lots of men ... these
superior styled garments are leu money
than they look.
It makes a perfect combination for men
who need clothing but who are wonder
ing if they can afford it.

Yes ... you can come in and talk turkey
with us without talking yourself out of
the turkey dinner.
Suits and O’coats from—

$25.00 to $45.00

GREGORY’S

fiilq/iim fihand JksiAh Jonty

TURKEYS
Pilgrim Turkeyi art sold only in A&P Stores.
The Pilgrim Brand guarantees that you will
receive a freah killed. Northern Turkey of
high quality, plump and tender. People who
buy
Pilgrim Turkeys are not disappointed
when it comes time to eat their Thanksgiving
dinner. These birds are Government Inspected
LEAVE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR A THANKSGIVING PILGKJM TURKEY.

CHICKENS
5-6 IB AVERAGE
, 27c
DUCKS
FROM BAY STATE FARMS
.. 19'
FRESH NATIVE-WAXED-DRESSED
FOWL
5-6 LB AVERAGE
LB 25c
FRESH SHOULDERS 6-8 LB AVG LB 17(
QUALITY STEER BEEF-PORTERHOUSE-SIRLOIN A A,
STEAKS BOTTOM ROUND-CUBE-N. Y. SIRLOIN LB
IhupdabkiA.

CAPE COD CRANBERRIES
RED EMPEROR GRAPES
HUBBARD SQUASH

ONIONS

4 lbs 10c
LB
10 BAG
29c

STAYMAN APPLES

6

MadNTOSH APPLES
GRAPEFRUIT 7oso,ze
FRESH CELERY

6
7

FOR

2

BCHS

LBS
LBS

25c
25c
25c
23c

19‘
19c

LB

LBS

BREAD
Fresh For Your Thanksgiving
Table or Stale Bread For
Poultry Stuffing

A

HOME
STYLE

20 oz

£ loaves

4 (■ c
|U

PURE LARD

BUTTER

EGGS

BULK OR PACKAGE

CREAMERY

UNCLASSIFIED

19c

2

Joodb

frft

JhonkAywinq

DROMEDARY PITTED DATES PKG 10c
LARGE
CAN
19c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
JAR
25c
WHIPPLE’S MINCE MEAT
3>« OZ
CAN
WALNUT MEATS
19c
R&R PLUM PUDDING LB 27 2 LB 45c
1’; LC C
PKG
FOUR-SEASON SALT
3=
LARGE
PKG
BISQUICK
27c
PILLSBURY’S
SNOSHELN
PKG
CAKE FLOUR
23c
CHERRIES
A&P BRAND
15c
SQUAT
CAN
SLICED PINEAPPLE
10c
CRANBERRY SAUCE OCEAN SPRAY
10c
25c
A&P SEEDED RAISINS
3
A&P SEEDLESS RAISINS 2
15c
RAJAH CURRANTS
2 PKGS 25c
SU6AR CONFECTIONER’S or BROWN 2 PKGS 13c
28 OZ
YUKON BEVERAGES CONTENTS 2 UOTS 15c
9C
BELL’S POULTRY SEASONING
PINEAPPLE
8 OZ
DROMEDARY FRUITS CHERRIES PKG 23c
FRUIT PEELS —Orange. Citron.
4 Qq
DROMEDARY Lemon. Grapefruit Assorted—8 OZ I U
GOOD LUCK PIE CRUST
pkg 10c
NONPARIEL ALMONDS
pobuangl 25c
POP-O FRENCH FRIED CORN NO n° 19c
QUEEN ANN MINCE MEAT 3 pkgs 25c
PKG

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT
IONA TOMATOES
SULTANA TUNA FISH
IONA STRING BEANS
DOLE’S PINEAPPLE GEMS
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
IONA TOMATO JUICE
A&P PEAS
A&P PUMPKIN
A&P TOMATOES
A&P SQUASH
APPLE SAUCE
IONA LIMA DEANS
JELLO
SPARKLE DESSERTS COFFEE
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE SUNDINE
DROMEDARY FRUIT CAKE
DROMEDARY
BREAD
DRIED FIGS
DRIED FIGS
WALNUTS
MIXED NUTS
BULK
MOXIE
CONTENTS ONLY

DeLUXE PLUM PUDDING
A&P SLICED OR CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE
NO 2V2
CANS

35'

Qc
A>

MED SIZE^
DOZEN

2 ,s 55c

CELLOPHANE
WRAPPED

PKG
NO. 2
CANS
NO. H
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
LARGE
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
NO.
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
NO. 2ft
CANS
NO. 2
CANS
NO. 1
CANS

25'

15'
25'
19'
25'
25'
25'
19'
PKGS 19'
PKGS 10'
NO. 2
CANS 15'
LB 35'
FOR
25'
8 OZ
PKGS 17'
1 LB
PKGS 29'
LB 21'
LB 19'
LARGE
BOT
25'

•
14 OZ

A&P

PEARS
NO 2/2
CANS

31
SWEET APPLE CIDER
EVAPORATED MILK WHITEHOUSE I
PASTRY FLOUR
GRANULATED SUGAR
10
EIGHT O’CLOCK COFFEE
I

GAL JUG

SUNNYFIELD

TALL

CANS
24/2
LB BAG

LB PAPER
BAG

LB

I

SELF
SERVICE

IOC
23c
27‘
25‘
25‘

BAG

SUPER ® MARKETS

29<
25c
49‘
48<
39<

SELF
SERVICE
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27 28 29 30

4 5
11 12
18 19
25 26

TUES.-WED., NOV. 22-23
JOHN BARRYMORE
JACK HALEY
MARJORIE WEAVER
in
20th Century-Pox’s Hilarious
Comedy

“HOLD THAT CO-ED”
THURS.-FRI., NOV. 24-35
Note: Matinees Both Days at 2 30
Waldo Theatre Presents a
Special Holiday Attraction

GIRLS’ SCHOOL”
with
ANN SHIRLEY.
RALPH BELLAMY
NAN GREY
NOAH BEERY, JR.
ALso Community Sing . . . and
Columbia's sensational football
reel dealing with the great new
professional side of tbe game .
"FOOTBALL GIANTS”

TALK OF THE TOWN
"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE"
Nov. 22—Rockport-Concert by School
Band at Town hall.
Nov. 22 — Appleton — Senior play
Aunt Jerushy on the Warpath” at
Riverside hall
Nov 23—Ladles' night at the Elks’
Heme
Nov. 23
Waldoboro- American Le
gion mass faceting at High School audi
torium.
Nov 2A Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 24- -Camden—Thanksgiving ball,
auspices of Outing Club, at Opera
House
Nov. 24—Jlrnmle A- Dick at Commun
ity Building
Nov. 25- (3 to 8 30) Educational Club
meats with Mrs. Frank Ingraham.
Nov. 28—League of Women Voters’
membership meeting.
Nov. 30
Waldoboro — Lions’ Club
ladles' night at Stahl's Tavern.
Dee 2 — Camden -Senior class play
"la-nd Me Your Baby" at Opera House.
Dec 6-8- Annual meeting of Maine
State Orange ln Augusta.
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
fair.
Dee. 8 —Waldoboro— Garden Club
meeting.
Dec 8 —Owls Head— Entertainment
and fair by Owls Head Sewing Circle
Dec
8-9 — “Apron-String Revolt."
Senior play at Rockland High School.
Dec 9—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Fair In Congregational vestry.
Dec
9 — Rockport — Senior class
comedy "Romance for Three" ln Town
hall.

A special meeting of tlie Nurses
Alumni Association will be held to
night at 730 at Bok Nurses' Home.

Ladies’ night will be observed
Thanksgiving Eve at the Elks Home
Members and guests may obtain
tickets at the door.
Consulting Engineer Andrew Zerbach of Newport News, Va., here in
connection with the Yorktown’s
trials fell off the edge of a curbing
Sunday morning breaking one of
his ankles. He was removed to
Knox Hospital.

Thanksgiving nowadays is a day
of pleasure and relaxation for
mother as well as the rest of the as
sembled family. No longer does
mother labor for hours over the hot
kitchen range baking and doing the
hundred and one other heavy tasks.
Now the too eats with the family,
cool, rested, happy. Tlie chefs at the
New Thorndike Hotel do the bak
ing and preparing, the deft Thorn
dike waitresses do the serving an I
all the family have opportunity to
enjoy the delicious dinner and in
the afternoon enjoy each other
without battling piles of after-din
ner dishes. Telephone 620 early and
make your reservations to dine
Thanksgiving day at the New Thorn
dike Hotel, only $1—adv.

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
The Educational Club meets Fri
meet Wednesday night at 7.30 in the day with Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham
< Legion hall.
as hostess and with sessions lasting
from 3 to 8.30. The memory lesson
The W.T.C.U. will meet Friday at for that day will be "Be Strong" by
! 2.30. at City Poor Farm Members Maltbie; Work for the Night is
j wishing transportation will call i Coming, by Annie Coohil. Vital
1 Mrs. Emery, 421-M.
current items and viewpoints asked
from all.
At the meeting of Rockland En_____
campment tomorrow night, officers I Mrs E K
rpteived a
will work the Golden Rule degree
yestCTday announclng the
Patriarchs are asked to attend.
dfly of
Cam|.

Lieut. Leon P. Shephard of the
State Highway Police’ will be guest
speaker tomorrow at the Lions
meeting which will be held in the
main dining room of The Thorndike Hotel, up stairs. "Shep" Is a
popular speaker.

Chapman of Bangor. The deceased
*“ a daughUr of the late Horace
C Chapman and formerly was a
'resident of this city. Iron, which will
g0 a numbcr of lo“K time
'
* atlend th“ fUnera‘ Wed,u‘sday
afternoon.

There will be no American Legion
food show this winter, but instead
there will be a children's show at
Park Theatre Sunday, Dec. 18.
Further details will appear in due
season.

Ba:bara Griffin of Rockland gave
a specialty number in the form of
a saxophone solo at the minstrel
show wheih was given at Nasson
College, Springvale. Saturday night
under the direction of the Dramatic
Cllib
and the College Glee Club.
Allen Stover was a respondent
in Municipal Court Saturday
The
Congregational
Church
charged with assault and battery on
junior choir sang in the seventh an
two boys. On one of two counts
nual Thanksgiving festival held
he was fined $25 and costs, and on
Sunday by the Federated and
the other was held for llie February
Senior choir in Portland City hall.
grand jury.
Tlie local group sang "Hymn of PilBreaks at the Farmers’ Union «rims" and “We Oather Together."
building in Camden called Sheriff |Olrls
the group were
Ludwick and Deputy Sheriff Fills- iNalalie Edward's- Betty Beach,
bury to the scene, with the result- Jessif olds’ Ruth Nichols- ^Othy
ing round-up of seven boys. The Howard, Nancy Howard. Barban
respondents were lectured by the and Mary Lamb. Barbara Whitmore,
judge and placed on probation for Dorothy Peterson. Eileen Beach,
and Louise Harding.
one year.
Holiday hours will be observed at
Post Office Thanksgiving Day as
follows: Money order. Registry.
Stamp and General Delivery Win
dows will be closed all day. There
will be no delivery by city or RFD.
carriers. General collections will be
made at noon. Special Delivery
mail will be delivered. Mails will
be received and dispatched as
usuad. Corridor will be open from
4 30 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.

It took wreck-master John I.
Snow just 15 minutes to do his
stuff Sunday afternoon, once he
started the actual process of rais
ing steamer Vinal Haven which had
lain ten days almost completely
submerged at Tillson's wharf. The
amazing celerity of the job testi
fied to the skill of Capt. Snow, diver
, Roland Bernier and the clever Snow
crew, not neglecting the grand old
! lighter Sophia. Th*? bedraggled
and battered Vinal Haven floated
i lightly in tier berth yesterday as
ICapt. Kent of the Boston Marine
Insurance Co. started the survey
which was still in progress as this
| paper went to press. Upon Cap-

.n^rRos^&.^'d^ug^te^r11’

Pr“Cllla Smlth’

Stella

McRae

Barbara Carol.

tended to her mother who was so kind [_____________________________________________
all through this sorrow
Charles H. Herriman, Doris Dailey,'
Francis Curtis. Charles Harriman. Jr.

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

REMOVAL NOTICE
After November 27

ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES

79 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

Rockland Radiator Works

The
Bald Mountain Co.

will be located at Rear of Studley
Furniture CoM 283 Main St., way to
Public Landing. Open evenings.

140*342 i

Axel E. Brunberg

Tel. 197-W
414 Main St., Rockland
134T-Satl57

BURPEE’S

<

MORTICIANS

HILLCREST
RIDING
ACADEMY
Announces (hat for the re
mainder of the season there
will be a reduction in prices, as
follows:
Horses per hour ....................... 75
Private Lessons .................. $1.50
For Reservations call 176-W
West Meadow Road
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Servic*
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

Captain Trask and 11 members of
Blue Bonnet Troop. Girl Scouts, at
tended the Saturday matinee of
“Always in Trouble" with Jane
Withers as star. After the show the
group went to Chisholm's Spa for I
refreshments. In the recent card i
felling contest by members of the !
Troop. Joan Hunt. Beverly Glendenning, Joyce Cumming and Emma i
Lou Peaslee were winners each re- '
ceiving a yearly subscription to the
"American Girl" magazine Doro-1
thy Trask's Patrol was ahead with '
the selling and Evelyn Bragg's Pa- ’
trol second. The recent food sale,
sponsored by the Troop was in
charge of Mrs. H. L. Banks and
Mrs L H Jameson of lhe g^u

The time honored Turkey, roasted to a golden brown, and oh, so
lender and flavorsome when it is one of our selected birds. Heavy
with meet on the breast and joints ... the best that can be bought at
any price. To be assured of obtaining an extra fine bird we urge
veu to select yours now! You ran leave it in our modern cooler
until needed.

29/

pound

DUCKS
19c

GEESE
23c

gw (L

J

Xtins
w

DATE PUDDING,

JUST HEAT
AND SERVE

tin 10c

FOWL BULK CITRON,
' 25c PEPPERMINT PATTIES,

GREEN GIANT PEAS...................... ........ 2 tins 31c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE........................2 bars 27c
SPRY OR CRISCO.................................... 3 lb tin 47c
BAKER’S COCOA....................... two 1-lb tins 25c
JELL-0—all flavors.................................... 4 pkgs 17c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE....................lb tin 25c
ORANGE MARMALADE......................16oziar 16c

FAMOUS—ONE PIE
SQUASH, PUMPKIN,
MINCEMEAT

READ INE AM

Complete CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH SERVICE

(12 Years In Rockland)
By Appointment
Phone 1163
116-117Ttf

Thanksgiving
Candies
AT

CHISHOLM’S
FRESHLY

pound 29c
lb box 19c

TESTED QUAUTY—PERRY'S SUPREME

2 doz 29c

DOUGHNUTS,

HEINZ PUDDINGS DA^r 2 Ige tins 65c
LB.
M I TR LARGE WALNUTS
21c
1” U 1 □, fancy mixed nuts,
LB.
.2 quarks 19c
.... 2 pounds 33c

FRESH ROASTED PEANUTS
FRESHLY SALTED PEANUTS ...............

PECAN MEATS,

CORN on the COB

SUGAR 10
LARD
2
BUTTER 2
CHEESE
OLEO
2
SUGAR

LBS.

LBS.

ARMOUR'S
ROYAL

Salted Nuts
Jumbo Peanuts,
lb
Imported Cashews, !b
Mixed Nuts,
lb
Blanched Peanuts, lb

THIS THANKS
GIVING SERVE

25c
49c
59c
30c

basket 25c

celled

Thin hand crimped
Ribbtn Candy
Five Flavors. Pick your own
flavor

29c lb

Assorted Chocolates
27c lb.
Mixed Nuts

4

FRESH CRISP CELERY

DELICIOUS EARS
Packed in Vacuum Tin

FANCY
QUALITY

CRANBERRIES
FANCY
POTATOES NATIVE

4
d

BUNCHES

FANCY
CAPE

QT

PK.

LARGE JUICY FLORIDA

ORANGES

™

19/
29/
19/

35/

DOZ.

Ill LB
BAG

ONIONS

*1 C //

25/

JUST A FEW THINGS YOU WILL NEED—
HONEY, FROZEN STRAWBERRIES, FIGS, DATES, TOMATOES, LETTUCE,
CAULIFLOWER. CUCUMBERS, STRING BEANS. BRUSSEL SPROUTS, SQUASH.
TURNIP, PEARS, DELICIOUS APPLES, HONEY DEW MELONS, GRAPES,
WHITE ONIONS, RED ONIONS. PUMPKINS, PASCAL CELERY. ALL KINDS OF
CHEESE, CHESTNUTS. MUSHROOMS, SWEET POTATOES, SWEET PEPPERS,

LB.
PKG.

CONF'K
BROWN

SUNSHINE—POUND PKG.

Ribbon Candy

46c
19c
55c
17c
25c

25c
10c
11c
29c
10c
09c
21c
1 Oc
25c
25c
29c
10c

MORTON HOUSE

Wc shall have a large selection of the most delicious birds you have
ever seen

CHICKENS
27c

THANKSGIVING NEEDS
DIAMOND BUDDED
WALNUTS, LGE SIZE—RED STAMP
lb
NONE SUCH MINCEMEAT,
pkg
DROMEDARY DATES, pitted, pkg
FANCY
RIBBON CANDY, QUALITY
2 lb box
11 oz pkg
CURRANTS,
BELL’S POULTRY SEASONING, pkg
SEEDLESS RAISINS,
3 pkgs
Ocean Spray CRANBERRY SAUCE tin
FRIENDS MINCEMEAT,
tin
DROMEDARY DICED FRUITS, tin
SWEET CIDER, apTe°wg
gallon
Friends BAKED INDIAN PUD’ING tin

TAXI SERVICE

DO NOT FORGET

FOR 1939

Edith H. Stevens, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raybert Stevens of Pleasant Point, a major in English in
the College of Arts and Sciences at
the University of Maine, was one
of 16 seniors recently elected to Phi
Kappa Phi. honorary scholastic so
ciety. Miss Stevens has been on
the Dean's list (our semesters, and
received tutorial honors last spring.
She is a member oi Phi Beta Kappa,
national honorary fraternity, the
Women's Forum, Maine Outing
Club. Arts Club, was active in the
Y.M.C.A., during her freshman year
and as a sophomore was a member ,
of Neai Mathetai. for whicli tlie
ten members are chosen as the ten '
highest ranking freshman women. |

An outstanding
feature
of
Thanksgiving Day in this city will
be the appearance of Jimmie and
Dick, the famous radio stars whose
previous appearances have been attended by such remarkable success tain Kent's decision hangs the fate j Committee and was a great success
There will be a matinee at the cf the famous old craft
The Scouts are very grateful to the
Community Building at 4 p. m. and
ladies and to the Senter Crane
an evening show at 8. The door
The semi-monthly meeting of Company.
prizes in the evening will consist of Ruth Mayhew Tent was held last
five turkeys. Ten vaudeville acts night with Priscilla Smith presiding.
will compete for prizes. With Jim Welcome was given to Carrie House
KENNETH ROBINSON
mie and Dick, who will be making and others who had been absent for
their last appearance here for the several weeks. The charter was
season, will be Kansas City Kitty drapen in an impressive service for
DAY OK NIGHT
and the Singing Jayhawker. Tickets the late Frances Burpee. Nomina
TEL. 276-W
may be obtained at Ohisholm's store tion of officers, being the special
143*141
,
business,
drew
a
large
attendance.
or from the Fire Department.
' The result: Maude Cable, president:
! Lina Carroll, senior vice president.
BORN
.to^Bessie Haraden. junior vice presiMilliard—At Rockland Nov
Mr and Mrs Edwin B Mallfard
lard
i dent; Eliza Plummer, chaplain;
daughter—Catherine Mary
Reynolds—At North Waldoboro. Nov
Josephine Lothrop. treasurer; patri
18. to Mr and Mrs Oeorge Reynolds,
otic instructor, Ada Payson; Ccuna daughter.

and Carrie House. Election will
I.take place at the next regular meeti ing. Maud Cables and Blanche
B Brown, aged 86 years
Funeral to Shadie will serve as hostess for the
day at 2 o'clock from residence l4lSUpper and act as committee for
Pine street.
,
Hoffses—At Pasadena. Calif . Oct 25, j other activities. Dec. 12. The "mysK5S. agedH«SeS' ,orm*rly °f Wald°' tery" furnished by Jennie Pietroski
TURKEY SHOOT
-----------------j was won by Mae Cross. Most satisThursday, November 24
card of thanks
: factory reports on the fair, brought
at Kimball Farm
ar“«tSended
fr’lend’e and or’ fOrt” ,nuch aP»aU*> by
happy
397 OLD COUNTY ROAD
nanlratlons who so generously remem- “Daughters.” A program was pre■lOCKLAND
oth^r gifts, betters
by the patriotic instructor,
137*140 my recenr. illness.
Including remarks on the Ameri
Edna Pessenden Bogr
can's Creed, readings by Mary
Warren
"
Cooper. "The Deacon and the Cir
CARD OF THANKS
cus,” by Sam Walter Foss; Bessie
We wish to thank aU the friends
who were so kind during the illness Haraden. "Scott and the Veteran,"
TO ORDER YOUR
?hed ^utifurffioBwTrs' and"Ta>’lor'' and ‘’Kentucky
of kindness; especially Is gratitude ex- : Belle,” by Eliza Plummer.

CALENDARS

More Talk of the Town on Page 2.

Plan your entire Thanksgiving Dinner at Our
Markets and Save Time and Money. Plump, Ten
der Turkeys, Shining, Red Cranberries, Crisp,
Clean Vegetables... everything from savory soups
to palate pleasing assorted nuts are featured at
prices that enable you to save without stinting on
quality or quantity.

_17c

McIntosh apples.

COMMON CRACKERS
SALE AND DEMONSTRATION

LARGE 30 OZ.

41c GARDEN Of ALLAN COFFEE - 01c
ifai B
ANGEL CAKES
each

FRUIT CAKES

—something better

LARGE SIZE

MADE FROM THE FA
MOUS BETTY CROCKER
13 EGG RECIPE

25/

ED DEAN’S SOUR KROUT............................................... 3 lbs 25c
MINCEMEAT, Home made.................................................... 2 lbs 25c
MOXIE, contents.......................... . ................................... 2 lge bots 25c

Large New Nuts

ft?

25c lb.

Branded Walnuts
25c lb.
Baskets of Fruit
Ambulance Service

CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

STICKNEY & POOR

Bread
O 4 Wp
jg ||

STUFFING

20 OZ.
LOAVES
*

PKO.

We have over 60 different Birdseye Foods lo
choose from for your
THANKSGIVING MENU VARIETY

Birdseye Foods are a “Little Better”
Try Them and See For Yourself

Delivered Free in town

$1.50, $2.00
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

PERRY’S MARVEL

CHISHOLM BROS.
CANDY AND ICE CREAM
438 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND

THE PERRY MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST,MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

FRIENDSHIP

STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

WARREN

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Lettie R Collamore writes that
last Tuesday in Mrs. Solon's garden
ALENA L eTARitBTT
on Long Island she picked two
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
“SUBMARINE PATROL’
7
8
b
5
3
4
crimson
rambler
roses,
one
pink
1
1
Correspondent
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
j rose, two spikes of blue delphinium
**IO II
12 13
14
r
9
and some annual phlox. This is
TrL 49
Mrs. Etta Williams of Allston, I Mary and Nancy, were in Portland
I the latest she has ever known them
26
Mass., spent the weekend with her j Sunday. They were accompanied
19
18
lb 17
15
j to blossom.
Newell W. Eugley who has been
sister. Mrs. Melissa Davis.
1 home by Mrs. Miller, who had been
24
23
Pythian Sisters of Friendship seriously ill seven weeks is gainin';
li
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Crowell were j visiting her mother, Mrs. Emma
Temple held annual inspection and able to be about the house. Mrs.
Spear.
weekend guests in Gardiner of Mr.
2b
L5
I Tuesday night with Golda Hall, Eugley however is very ill and is
Thomas E. Stenger of Philadel
and Mrs. M. M. Benner.
j D D G C. of Knox Temple. Camden. being cared for by Mrs. Leroy Burns
29 W 30
31
2b
Murray Benner has bought the phia has been a visitor in town
n
. conducting the ceremony.
The and Mrs. Lida Burrill both of Union.
recently.
barber shop owned by the late
1 most excellent chief. Gertrude
1
35
Eugene Powers who spent a tenyi
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Mason of
Frank Benner and opened it for
Oliver, with Past Chief Josephine
day
vacation
wtth
his
parents
Dr.
Pigeon Cove. Mass., are visiting Mr. |
business Monday.
I Lawry. Excellent Senior Bertha
| and MTs. Frederick Powers has
The American Legion will hold a and Mrs. Henry Mason.
' Jameson, Junior Genie Simmons,
i returned to Bridgton.
Frederick
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Weston.
37
mass meeting Wednesday night in
39 40
j Manager Annie Doe. Mistress of
34 35 3b
Fowers Jr., who is a student at the
the high school auditorium. Well Mrs. Samuel Weston and Miss Gene
1 Finance Hellen Simmons. Grace
Shaw Business College in Portland
1 45
i 42
xnown speakers will be present and Keene were Portland visitors Thurs
41
: Andrews of Thomaston, mistress of
was weekend guest of Dr. and Mrs.
it is hoped that a Legion Post will day.
records and correspondence, pro
4b
Powers
45
44
be organized at that time. The
Mrs. Willis Crowell will be hos
tector Florence Burns, and Guard
The
Congregational
Men's
Broth

public is invited.
tess Friday night to the Bridge
Daisy Simmons exemplified the
50 51
52 53
49
U7 48
Lieut. Cedric Kuhn of Ports Club.
work with a degree staff of eight erhood meet Thursday night at the
J7
Imembers with Blanche Wilson of chapel. After supper. Charles Wil
mouth. N. H.. and Miss Helen Mc
Mrs. James Castner is in Port
5b
sss 55
54
isw
Daniels of Dover were weekend land where she will pass the winter
Thomaston, pianist. Mr. and Mrs son led ln singing popular songs.
W
feo
Martz of Camden acted as candl-I *dth
Piano
56
fcl M.
guests of Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn.
with her son, Kenneth Castner and
59
As
guest
speaker.
Gilford
Butler,
dates.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson of Mrs. Castner.
Rockland attorney, delivered an in
G3
Manchester. N. H., arrived Saturday j William Brooks went Sunday to
Remarks were made by the dis
teresting address on his experiences.
to spend the winter at the home New York on business.
trict deputy to whom the most ex
He was introduced by Stuart C.
Sumner Hancock and Austin Mil
VERTICAL (Cont.)
of his mother. Mrs. Cora Johnson.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
cellent chief presented a gift
HORIZONTAL
Burgess of Rockland. George W. 1-Fleth of a slaught 47-Extends further be 13-Century (abbr.)
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pickard and ler were in Portland Saturday.
in behalf of Friendship Temple.
17-Suffix. Footed
low the surface
ered bovine animal
Herbert Maxey and Herbert New
To be young, madly in love—this was the Great War's great adventure jde pianist, Blanche Wilson also Walker, leader and organizer of the
son Floyd who have been living In
50-Disturbs injuriously 19-Stupid person
Brotherhood was unable to attend, 5-A metal
the Hickson house at Kaler’s Corner, begin returned Sunday fom a hunt- ! for Richard Greene and Nancy Kelly, featured in the thrilling story of the recejved a
22-Pendant
54- Near by
9-Crippled
i but
sent regrets. The next meet------------------have returned to Wellfleet. Mass. ing trip to Wytopitlock Mr. Maxey W ’PUnter fleet. "Submarine Patrol." 20th Century-Fox picture.-adv.
24-On the ocean
55- Large lake
10-Ruin
shot « deer
1
Mnns callea upon ,or remarKs iIlg will be Dec. 15.
27- Lift‘ng device
56- Paradise
14- Hub of a wheel
Miss Isabel Waltz has returned snot a aeer.
were Mr and
and jen.
28- Make amends
57- lnterjection
Supper chairman at the Bapt-isi 15- Bone (Latin)
to Boston after spending several
Sixteen members of Meenahga | se;dom in the history of naval
Designed specifically to rid the nis Hall of Camden. Past Grand
29- Receiver of a gift
58- Howl
16-Twirl
i
Church
for
the
year
are
:
December
days at her home here. ’
Grange attended services Sunday [ warfare has a more thrilling chap- ] high seas of the U-boat menace, the Trustee Harriet Tilson of Thomas
31-Commonplaee
60- Self esteem
18-A vegetable (pi.)
Miss Alice Cornell who was in morning at the Baptist Church.
35- Clothe
ter
written than that recorded 400 sub chasers built hurriedly of ton. most excellent chief of May Mrs. Jennie Kenniston; January. 20- Suffix. Pertaining to 61- Hauled
36- Harvestera
(Mrs. Isa Teague; February. Mrs. 21- Rainiest
63- Terminates
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wellman of by America s wartime fleet of sub- scantlings and odds and ends func- flower Temple.
jured in an automobile accident In
37- Tauter
64- Looks
Effie Hysler; March. Mrs. Reta Co 23-Ordain
September and has since been con Hope were callers Sunday at the | marhie chasers. And seldom in the tioned with high efficiency, operat38- Paled
Supper was served under the bum; April. Mrs. Helen Bomeman; 25- Assist
fined to Memorial Hospital, Dam- home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Went ' j history of motion pictures has there M by men who rose to heights of
39- Hangs
VERTICAL
direction of the most excellent May. Mr?. Lizzie Waltz: June. Mrs. 26- Little girl
40- Decays
arlscotta by a broken leg was taken i worth.
27- Fifty-four
been a subject so freighted with dra- courage and gallant action in the chief. Susan Wotton and Eva Rus
45- Pronoun
1-Calamity
Grace Wyllie; July, Mrs. Viola Dur- 28- Performed
The next meeting of the Corn- matic possibilities as the story of face of almost incredible perils and
Sunday to her home in New York.
sell had charge of the tables, the gin; August. Mrs. Laura Seavey. 30-Permit
46- A beverage
2Relieve
Mrs. Jessie Achorn went Monday munity GardenClub willbe Dec. 8 these jowly "splinter boats." Cranky, hardships. Eleven of these sub
47-To defy
3-Type measure
decorations being ln keeping with September, Men's supper, with 32-Chooses
to Everett. Mass., where she will at theclubhouse.
Theprogram temperamental 110-footers, they chasers were the only American Thanksgiving.
48- English school
4-Gay
33- Monetary unit
Chester
Wyllie.
the
chainnan;
Octo

5-To pour in by drops 49-Pineh
munity Garden Club will be Dec. 8 were not
bigger than an ad- ships to participate in a general
visit relatives.
34- Wandering
Mrs Dalton Wotton who has been ber. Mrs. Blanche Moore; Novem 38-Leave
51- Lyric poem
6- Egyptian god
Mrs. Amos Achorn returned Sun Mason and William Brooks
■ miral's barge and manned, for the naval engagement during the World
52- Pronoun
7- Egg-shaped
visiting
relatives and friends in ber. Miss Tena McCallum. Mrs. 41- Fish eggs
day from a visit with friends in
Mrs. Frances Boynton of Rich- most part, by raw recruits from War—the Battle of Durazzo—and it
53- Carpenter's tool (pi.)
8- Girl's name
42- Weird
Massachusetts,
has
returned
home
Jennie
Kenniston
wUl
serve
as
mond was guest Friday of Mrs. J freshwater colleges, soda fountains, was their spectacular victory, many
Hope.
59-Advertisement
10- Pronoun
43- American poet
Mr and Mrs. Harold Winchen chairman of the Social Service; 44- Pooh
(abbr.)
Burnette G. Miller and daughters. Rena Crowell.
11- Pranks
1 western ranches and Park Avenue historians believe, which turned the
"2-Prefix. Backward
’2-Con jectured
paw of Boston motored here Fri- Committee.
46-Liable
mansions.
i tide in favor of the Allies.—adv.
cay. called by the death of Mr
Miss Esther Wiley spent the
(Solution to previous puzzle)
EAST WALDOBORO 1 phine Miller The program consisted ,
Winchenpaw's grandmother, Mrs weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Lindley
I of readings and household hints bv i
MARTINSVII I F
NORTHWARREN
SOUTH HOPE
i Georgianna Winchenpaw.
Mr. and Mrs G.jJ. Mank and Rob- I members: bird contest. Mrs. Miller;
1
i ii j
Wiley in Union.
Mrs.
Hattie
Springer
has
closed
Charles Robinson picked two
Colds are prevalent among the
ert Cotton motored Sunday to East prizes awarded Mrs. Edna White Those who passed the holiday
Mrs. A J Simmons visited Gat- I
.
.
..
!u’Ud -'^wberry blossoms Saturday school children.
Orland and Hampden.
and Mrs. Edna McIntire. Refresh- ,weekend at their cottages were: Mr. urday and Sunday with friends and >r h°"*a"J
“X^^tion
""•
Alton Mank and family of Rock- j ments were served.
: and Mrs. Charles Huse of Belmont, —- in this community.
White Oak Grange hall makes ar.
attractive appearance ln its new
Mass., Miss Myra Marshall of
land called Sunday on relatives here 1
------------------Laura Hastings was a Warren visi- j ,n yhomaston Friday was attended
Mr. and Mrs. O'Connor and son
Rehearsals are in progress in the coat of white paint.
EAST WASHINGTON Somerville. Mr. and Mrs. Richard tor Tuesday.
. by Mrs. gadie Brown. Mrs. Annie
Mrs. C. W. Mank spent Wednes
Routledge. Needham. Mass . Mr. and
Richard of Winchester, Mass., were
primary. Intermediate and grammar
Elmer Hart was home over the! Doe, Mrs. Mattie Simmons. Mrs.
guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs. Per- i Walter Schmitfield of New York Mrs. George Nichols. Everett. Mass.,
schools for musical plays and a day with their daughter. Mrs. H A.
r\ Gertrude Oliver. Mrs. Olivia Hoffley Damon.
! has been guest for the past week at j Mr Snd Mrs. C. C. Dwyer. Hebron weekend from Orono.
Christmas cantata to be given in Hawes in Union.
Woodbury Lermond and Daniel ises. Mrs. Daisy Simmons and Mrs.
Millard Mank of Farmingdale the Charles Ludwig home.
Academy. Mr and Mrs. R. H HupDecember Mrs. Willls R. Vinal.
Bowley each shot a nine-point buck ' Phoebe Burns Mrs Daisy Simmons.
The firm that doesn't advertise
spent Wednesday with his pare nts.
jack McDevett and son William , Per New York city
with have charge.
Saturday in this town, the animals , Mrs. Oliver. Mrs. Lois Brown and
is
like a merry-go-round without |
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank. Mr. and have retumed to Rhode Island after j Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson
Mrs. Alfred Shuman and sons. Mr. a few days in this town and Liberty, Mr and Mrs. J. Henry Lowell mo weighing 200 pounds each. Mr Ler- Mrs. Genie Simmons attended a were guests Sunday afternoon of music.
mond shot his in hls barnyard.
’ Pythian inspection Thursday in
and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of Port- i pjtt Calkin passed the weekend at tored to Montreal Friday return
• • • •
1 Brooks. Mr. and Mrs Ernest Hut Mr. and Mre. Donald McEdward in
land, and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of I
home here.
ing Sunday. Enroute they visited
Union.
chins motoring them there.
Fifty Years Wedded
South Waldoboro were recent guests. I
and
L
H. Stevens and Capt. and Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe in
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Merrill of
Perley
Benner.
Clayton
Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Merritt ot
South Hope Grange met Wednes- j
Mrs. Ida Hatch were recent after Shelburne. Vt.
Hallowell were visitors Sunday at
day
night
and
so
when
Worthy
t«n<i
grandson
Leonard
Stetson
vlsiPortland were callers Saturday at
R. G. Leonard of Bangor is spend
noon visitors at Mrs. Clara OverMaster Robert Crabtree called Rt ted Sunday with Mr. Oliver s father the Libby Homestead Farm.
J. L. Flanders'.
ing several days at his cottage.
lock's.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook has returned
the home of Mr. and Mrs Albert ’Llewellyn Oliver of North WaldoFloyd Rines and Virgil Rines of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews en L. Esancv and offered them a ride boro who b in 111 health'
C. E. Overlock has been employed
here after a month's visit with
Oakland were weekend guests of
the past week at the home of his tertained the "63ers" Wednesday to the Grange hail they accepted
Mlss Nellle Davis who U tcachlng Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson
their uncle. J. A. Rines.
night with four tables in play. High it. knowing that degree work had m
daughter
in
Razorville
setting
up
Neck' “ boardln« wlth in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hanna and
and finishing a room for the light scorers were Mrs. Harding Coid and beer, planned for the meeting Mr. I*1*' Theresa Shuman.
Dinner guests Friday of Miss M.
daughter Ruth. Stanton Hanna of
ing plant which is being installed at Dr E. R. Moss. Mrs. H. A. Harris and Mrs. Esancy are officer.- of the^ Wllllam Morse was guest Sunday Grace walker were Rev. and Mrs
Boston and Mrs. Beulah Curtis of
will be hostess next week
her home.
Orange, the former being treasurer of Mr and Mrs' "WardeU MacFar- L clark French and daughter
New Harbor visited Mrs. Ethel
Clayton Hunnewell and Cecil
Richard
Adams
of
Newport.
R.
I..
Ole nice.
and Mrs. Esancy. chaplain
Hanna recently.
Bo: h ’land
Mrs. Lois Brown and Mrs. Sadie
Mr. and Mrs. A. Shuman. Mr. and has returned home after two weeks’ (Morris were at Caratunk hunting have served many terms.
Mrs. Fred G. Campbell motored
over the holiday weekend.
Brown motored Wednesday to Bath Sunday to Portland with Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Mank. and Mrs. C. Bow vacation with Mr. and Mrs. William
Nearing the hall which was bril
where they attended the Pythian Mrs. Lee W. Walker of Thomaston
Mrs. Oscar Stanley is visiting
ers and son Ronald called Thursday Prescott, one week of which Mr
liantly lighted even to the dining
Sisters inspection.
at Mr. and Mrs. B. V. Winchen- Adams and Mr. Prescott spent in friends in Somerville. Mass.
where they were callers on Mrs.
hall, both expressed surprise at the
Mr. and Mrs. E. H Lawry and
the north Maine woods, returning
Mrs F. H. Piersen is improved. unusual number of cars parked. On
baugh's in Rockland.
George W. Walker a patient at the
daughter Eda called recently on
Mrs. Charles Young of Warren home minus game which they report She Ls at Knox Hospital.
Maine Ear and Eye Infirmary.
j entering they were also surprised
Mr and Mrs Willard Pitcher ia
as
being
scarce
this
season
on
ac

Mrs.
Roger
Salmon.
Mrs.
Alexwas a visitor Thursday at Miss Ellie
! again at the number present, some
Mrs. William Barrett is with Mr
count of unusually warm weather.
ander List and Miss Bettyjane List
whom were net known to them , Damariscotta.
Mank's.
. „
Barrett
in Wareham. Mass., for a
Paul Wotton_.i,u
of
of Maplewood. N. J., are guests of M members of the order, and when
‘ r
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders of
time.
Mrs William Cook and Mrs. W. A . ;
t
w
.J Lynn. Mass . spent the weekend with
Lynn, Mass., passed the weekend
CUSHING
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw led them to
Mr. and Mrs. John Therre were
Simmons. Sherwood Cook was guest the stage they were more mystified, Mr. and Mrs Walter Wotton and recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
with relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Blanche Wallace.
Mrs. Florence Orne was hostess of his parents, Mr and Mrs. Wil But at last the secret was out. It Mrs.
Flanders were callers Sunday at Mr.
Mk#
Pogfrty
Rowell in Skowhegan.
Friday night to the Helpful Club liam Cook last weekend
and Mrs. J. L. Flanders’.
was their 50th wedding anniversary ,em
&t (he homc Qf
Supper guests Saturday of Miss
Joseph Glaude and family mo Mrs. George Robbins is to entertain Repairs are being made on the celebration by true friends.
M. Grace Walker were Mr. and Mrs.
Cook
for
the
winter.
Hattie Jones property which has
tored to Damariscotta Sunday and the club this week.
Many fine gifts were present
Mrs. Melvin Lawry goes this week Maurice Cunningham.
Clyde Maloney is ill with mumps. been sold to New Jersey parties.
visited friends.
The committee for Wednesday's
ed to them and remarks were in tc Quincy, Mass., where she will
Mrs. Joel Hupper and Miss Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowers of
Halsey Flint is painting the Duf
order Guests to the number of 125 visit her daughter. 'Mrs. William dinner before the meeting of E. A.
Winthrop, Mass., were recent callers field place in Martinsville which jorie Hupper have closed their home were present from South Hope. East
Sheriff and Mrs. Helen Sanderson. Starrett. S. U. V. Auxiliary will be
and are in Bangor for the winter.
at Charles Bowers’.
they recently bought.
Union. Appleton, Warren, Rockland
Mrs, Blanche Prince of Camden Mrs. Bertha Spear and Mrs. Louella
Mr. and Mrs. Chester T Marshall.
Mrs. E. A. Flanders, L. I- Mank
A Thanksgiving pro
[ and other towns. Cards and danc- was recent guest of Mrs. Daisy Sim Crockett.
Nora Ulmer who is caring for
and daughter Margaret were Rock Mrs. Nancy Bushnell, Thomaston Mrs. Lucy Marshall and Vernon (ing were in evidence and cake and
gram will be presented.
mons.
Hupper were supper guests Tues I coffee were served.
land visitors Saturday.
Mrs. Golda Hall of Camden, dis
was at home Sunday.
day of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hupper
Misses Una Clark. Muriel Chase
Onfe a(tajn Jark Oak,f
J>fMs
extraordinary, applies verbal
The iiappy couple are life long PEPIGRAMS OF PATRISTOCRAT trict deputy grand chief will mMr. and Mrs. Walter Holder, son
and Myrtie Reever of Augusta, and
spect Crescent Temple, P. S.. Fri- joothing syrup to the beautiful screen star, Annabel AHIaon. in the person
j residents of South Hope. Mrs.
Richard of Belmont, Mass, who
Gloria Monahan were weekend
GEORGES RIVER ROAD i Esancy being a sister of the late Harassed by the turmoil of a day night. Supper will be served of Luci||e a,,,. The scene is from “Annabel Takes a Tour.” in which these
were weekend guests of his par
guests of Mrs. Nellie Reever. They
I William B. Fish who was long en- troubled world, the reader seeking by Mrs Mabel Mills and Mrs Shir- twQ #re c0.,ti,rred. following their great success in “The Affairs of
ents Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Holder
Thanksgiving service will be held ,
were callers Friday at Mr. and Mrs.
Members of Crescen. Annabel.” in whirh they were first seen respectively as thr goofy press
are to pass Thanksgiving with them, in the Finnish Church Thursday1 ga?ed ln the lumber industry of contrast may bask in peaceful re- lev Bowlej
Levi Copeland’s. Thomaston. Mrs.
this section of Knox County. Mr. | laxation with the scanning of a Temple who attended the Inspec- agent and his publicity-mad star. Dorothy Donnelly. Ralph Foi bes. Bradjoined by another son. Ralph and night at 7 o’clock.
Mae Nider of Massachusetts and
There will be a meeting In thel^ancy is 79. Mrs Esancy younger;! little volume called "Peplgrams of tion Friday of Mayflower Temple' ley Page and Frances Mercer arc featured at the head of the impressive
his wife of Malden as well as a sis
Marlene Monahan were visitors Sat
in Thomaston were Mr and Mrs supporting cast of this RKO Radio comedy.—adv.
ter Mrs. Tonks, Mr. Tonks and home of William Anderson. West i1)0111 look much y°unger All who; Patristocrat; a privately published
urday.
work
by
Webb
C.
Patterson.
Smart
Jesse Mills. Mrs. Shirley Bowley.
daughter of Boston.
Meadow road Sundav night at 7 know thom or of them wish them
Mrs. Edith Wylie and Mrs. Mildred f
Mrs. Fred Scott and Melrose Scott
quips
and
puns
in
the
mode
of
col
Mrs. D. T. Rivers of Brighton. o'clock Rev. S. Nevala will be the 1 m»"J' more >'ears of haPP“y wodded
of the village were guests Wednes
legiate
humor
banish
gloom
with
Gammon.
Mass., was a visitor in town the speaker and Mrs. Korhonen and plfe
day at Ivan Scott's.
sheer frivolity, such as: "In the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cookson of
Mrs. Maki will serve refreshment;
Mrs. Henry lives is ill at her home. past week.
small town if there is any news to East Rochester. N. H.. were week
GLEN COVE
Wilpas. Walpas and Willis Sal- All are welcome.
Clarence Barnard of Rockland
be spread—a word to the wives is end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
linen have been deer hunting in
called Monday at C. Bowers'.
Hysler.
Robert Gregory and son Herbert sufficient.”
Charles Bowers and family made Millinocket.
In a somewhat superfluous pro
Post office windows will be open
are on a hunting trip in thc vicin
a visit Friday at Mr. and Mrs. Al Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Seavey were
logue and epilogue, the author at- Thanksgiving Day. from 7.15 to 11.30
ity of Brownville.
fred Little's in Bristol.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. M.
William Stinson and grandson temps to analyse humor—a thank a m. The last afternoon mail to
Mrs. Thomas Black. Mrs. Russell J. Maloney.
Kenneth of Stonington were week- kss undertaking, because no one be despatched will be at 3 p. m.
McLeod and Mrs. Austin Wiley were
Mrs. Sarah Seavey has retumed
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sid cares particularly why he laughs, The lobby will be open at the usual
visitors Thursday in Rockland.
home from a visit with Miss Sadis
just so he does. It would be a kind hours.
PAROXYSMS
ney T. Stinson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wiley called Davis, East Friendship.
ness to remind Mr. Patterson that
Mrs. Hilliard Spear has been
and BRONCHIAL COUGHS
| Mrs. Arthur E. Saunders visited
Saturday at the home of John Bur Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney and
wisecracks aro governed by the visiting Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear
ln Bar Harbor recently, enjoying
AN AGE OLD MEDICINE
gess in Rockland.
Mrs. S F. Seavey visited with Mrs.
same law as kisses, namely that for in Chestnut Hill. Mass.
a trip to thc top of Mt. Cadillac. Mr.
THAT
HAS
THE
BACKING
The Social Club met recently with Alice Heyer and William Moody
best
results they should be spon
New telephones installed include
OF HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
and Mrs. Saunders leave tills week
Mrs. Ethel Hanna and Mrs. Jose- in Nobleboro.
taneous.
Alvah Spear residence 23-23; prison
Read what one woman has to say:
for Florida with a trailer. They will
Cartoons would step up the points farm barracks. 23-41; Rev. Charles
Biddeford. Maine,
tour the States slowly, making
and
add a sprig itly touch, but W. Turner. 41-21.
I have had asthma for twenty
visits with relatives and friends en
years. During this time I used ad
even in the unadorned state, then?
Emest G. Starrett fell Friday and
renalln
and capsules for relief.
route.
is a smile hovering on every page suffered a broken left wrist.
Nothing I've ever taken can surpass
Limerock Valley Pomona held a and even a pungent truism no?/
thc complete results that STANTOM
Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. DUlaway
gave me
Fare $2.50 each way
successful supper and entertain snd them, as witness: "What the of Everett. Mass., arrive today to
I freely recommend this medicine
(Round trip rate discontinued)
ment Friday, netting a considerable traffic problem needs is more pass the holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
over all others.
LEAVE DAILY
sum for the welfare fund.
wreck-less drivers."’
Name
and
Address
on
request.
Charles F. Dillaway.
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
K. McD.
Mrs. Alfred MacFarland who was
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
STANTOM IS GUARANTEED
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
ON A MONEY REFUND
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
BASIS
139*144
In London, red telephone boxes George Wiley has retumed to Rock
AIRWAYS, INC.
are set up all over town, and even land.
Write
for
further
information
to
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
Wally Vernon and Brian Donlevy as the two intrepid newsreel pho
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
In the parks, which makes it un
tographers who risk their lives for the thrill of it in “Sharpshooters." first
ROCKLAND, MAINE
necessary
to
go
into
a
store
to
Men
have
sight,
women
have
in

Di* Carrs
Remrdirs Inr.
of the Camera Daredevils series, which 29th Centurv-Fox brings to the
137tf
PORTIAMD, MAINE
telephone.
sight.
screen.—adv.
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MASH FORMULAS CHANGED

VINALHAVEN

' Chick Starter, Layer Ration and
Breeder Ration are Developed

★★★★

Several changes in poultry mash !

MRS OSCAR C. LANE

formulas were made at the annual I
meeting of the New England Peed 1
Conference in Boston. The Peed

Correspondent

J I
Union Church prayer service will, Conference Board is made up of
be held in the vestry Tuesday nightj College and Extension poultry
at 7 o'clock. Mr. Whittington will workers from the six New England
be the leader. Choir rehearsal will sWteg
group gets togelher
be held in the church parlors Fri- each year goes over recen£ gxperj.
day at 7 o clock There will «lso,mentaj work on poultry nutrition
be a rehearsal of the Christmas , revlses formuIas ln accordance with
music. Rev. and Mrs. K»nne'.h the ,atest knowledge in nutrition.
Cook and daughter Lois Marie left
mash ratlons were developed;
Monday to be guests of friends in j j chick starter; For
during
North Vassalboro. They will return dle entire growing period. Contains
Wednesday. There will be a Thanks- more ajfaifa meai (j%) and a
giving service Thurday at 10, larger amount of dried milk<7.5%).
o'clock. This will be a service cf gOy
meal has been added in
prayer and worship suitable to or(jer to lower cost and the amount
Thanksgiving Day A men's chorus of meat
and flsh mea, has
will be the leading feature of the ■ deen slightly reduced. Increase in
evening service. Any men desiring aifai(a meal will provide more vitato sing in this chorus are asked to j
o
give better shank coior.
get in touch with G. Ernest Arey.
nits ration will run about 195%
-----------------j protein.

Our
Book
Corner

YOUR WILL-POWER

..THE MODERN HAZARD
TO YOUR NERVES

BEAGLE HOUND
English fox-hound in
miniature. Solid and big
for his inches, true beagle
has the long-wearinglook
of thc hound that can last
in the chase. One of the
oldest breeds in history
— close to the original

The portrait of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow at 33. appearing as
frontispiece in "Young Longfellow;
HE’S GIVING HIS
1807-1843." by Lawrence Thompson,
shows the poet ln an entirely new
A REST....
light. It ls safe to say that few.
readers could identify this picture
AND SO IS HE
breed of hounds. U. S.
without a label, yet it reprerents the
standards
specify
15
essential Longfellow, the young man
inches maximum height
whose eeven-year courtship of
— any true hound color
Frances Appleton, the Beacon Hill
acceptable.
beauty, deeply affected hts writings,
"Young Longfellow" will be pub
lished on Nov. 22 (Macmillan1.
• • • •
It was only last year that a fine
portrait of Washington, by Rem
brandt Peale. came to light after
SUNSET
2- Layer Ration: For laying nearly 50 years in the attic of the
HE frazzling pace of these fast- of nerve strain. Will-power silences the
------flocks being kept for market eggs. West Chester State Normal School
moving times doesn’t mean a thing instinct to pause and rest.
Mrs. E E. Reed has closed her should not be used for breeding in Pennsylvania, where it had lain
in the life of the dog. Although his And yet jittery, ragged nerves arc a
summer home here and retumed floC(jS unless supplemented with forgotten among photographs of
complex, high-keyed nervous system distinct handicap. Don’t let your nerves
to New York.
'additional milk. Contains less al- football teams and debating clubs.
closely resembles our own, when the get that way. Learn to ease the strain
Miss Gwendolyn Eaton visited , falfa meal to give lighter yolk color, In sudden contrast to its du ty past,
last week with her brother Clifford Contains soy bean meal in place of this portrait is now reproduced as
dog feels his nerves tire he settles down occasionally. Let up—light up a Camel!
Eaton ln Stonington.
some of the milk and flsh meal frontispiece fcr Harry Emerson
— relaxes — as the beagle hound above It’s such a pleasant way to rest your
Jcsie Shepard and tne Hardie which lowers the cost considerably Wildes’ "Valley Forge," which has
is doing. That is instinctive with the nerves — a brief recess, mellow with the
boys spent thp weekend at Bear when compared with the Starter or lished on Nov. 22. (Macmillan),
dog. We are not so likely to break nerve pleasure of Camel’s mildness and ripe,
Island.
fBreeder formulas. This ration will press.
tension before it gets our nerves upset. rich taste. Yes, no wonder smokers say
•
•
•
•
Mrs Clifford Eaton of Stoningabout 185 Pro'«ln
Ambition and determination push us Camel’s costlier tobaccos are so sooth
Vinal Haven is making prepara
ton passed last Tuesday with Mrs.
• Breeder Ration: This ration is
on and on... past the warning stage ing to the nerves.
Ethel Eaton
(Strongly fortified with vitamin O as tions for the celebration of its 150th
, _
A
an insurance of good hatchability. anniver ary next year. This charm
Mrs. Helen Anms has returned to .
. .
,
J
« contains more milk and alfalfa ing island town observed its cen
Rockland after having been em- mea,
They’ve learned — millions have — to give nerves relief...They
tennial with a fine celebration in
AN ANALYTICAL CHEMIST’S job is in
ployed by Mrs. E E. Reed fcr the and conUing nQ
mea]_
1889 and it is planned to embody
tensely nerve straining. No wonder so many
summer.
which, of course, makes it a more some of the features of that cele
of these men break nerve tension often
The Sunset Sewing Circle met expensive formula. Very good re bration into the one cf 1939 1 One of
last Tueday with Lena Haskell.
by letting up—lighting up a Camel.
sults on this formula were reported the high lights of the splendid pro
Piank Lufkin has returned from at the conference. This ration will gram now in formation will be the
j run slightly over 19% protein.
a few days visit in Boston.
episodic play especially written for
I The formulas are now on a ton the celebration by Harold Vinal,
COVERING TRIALS,
Smoke 6 packs
basis rather than a batch of 645 one of Maine's outstanding authorMINTURN
accidents, sports puts a big
pounds.
poets and secretary of the Poetry'
of Camels and
strain on the nerves of crack
pip
know:
Mrs. John Hughes and daughter
Cod Liver Oil recommendations Society of America, and editor of
Western Union telegra
find out why
— that cigarette tobacco
who spent the summer with Mrs. are on a basis of a standard 85 the notably fine magazine "Voices,'1
pher, George Errickson (at
they are the
is dried for the market, or
Harry Johnson, have returned to U.S.P. unit oil. When fortified oils devoted to modern verse.
Re
left). "I avoid getting my
"cured” by several general
Providence where Mr. Hughes has are used the amount would be re hear als were hsld before Mr Vinal
LARGESTnerves tense, wound up,”
methods, which include airemployment.
duced according to the U.SF. po- went to New York for the winter,
says
operator
Errickson.
"
I
SELLING
cured and flue-cured? Not all
Mrs. George Carter who leceniiy tency of the oil. Thus with a 350 i and he Ls expected to return to
ease off from time to time,
cigarettes can be made from
CIGARETTE
to give my nerves welcome
visited her mother. Mrs. Eaton in Mnit oil we would use one fourth as Vinal Haven in June in time to
thc choicest tobacco, the fine
' supervise the finishing touches to
rests. 1 let up aud light up
Stonington, has returned home.
, much.
IN AMERICA
top grades—there isn’t enough
a
Camel.
”
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Donahue i Scratc1’ feed These mash for- (the production.
of it available! Therefore it is
arrived Sunday to spend the holt- mulas are not complete or all-mash I The play. "An Island Chronicle,”
important to know that Camel
dav with Mr. and Mrs Burleigh j formulas and should be supplement- ' is in five scenes depicting the his( igarettesarea matchless blend
Btaples
! ed with grain beginning when they 1 tory of the island from an early
,.f t,„e., MORE EXPENSIVE
„ . . .
.
.
. ,
are four weeks of age The addition town meeting to the opening of the
EDDIE CANTOR—America’s great comic personality—each BENNY GOODMAN—King of Swing, and the world’s great
TOBACCOS—Turkish and
H. A. Johnson has returned from ...
. . ’
. .
, , ,
....
of whole oats to the scratch for- 1 first white meeting house. The
Monday evening on the Columbia Network. 7:30 pm L.S.T., est swing band —each Tuesday evening—Columbia Network.
Domestic.
a visit in Gloucester/ Mass.
_ .
x
■ mula after eight weeks is recom- - author has drawn upon the sinking
9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.
9:30 pm CS.T., 8:30 pm M.S.T., 7:30 pm P.S.T.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Norwood, mended because of its influence in of the Royal Tar in October, 1836.
Mr. and Mrs Abner Sadler and preventing cannabalism
as perhaps th? most dramatic epi
Miss June Sadler spent Saturday in '
sode.
Between scenes, a lower
Coprrtffht. 1MB
Stonington.
For a Christmas gift, why not stage will be used for nairrators who
ft. J. Reyn,44a TobMOB
Mr. and Mrs Charles Parker choose a box of our Stationery for by memory will present what they
N C.
(Doris Kent) are receiving felicita men and women? With name and have heard of earlier events, bring
tions on their recent marriage.
address on sheets and envelopes or ing the action up to the scene to be
Miss Marion Turner displayed a monogram on sheets and address on presented.
Smokers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES
dandelion blossom Thursday and envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a
Alice Hegan Rice's book “My
Rcbert Martin and Addie Johnson box. We have some very attractive
boxes to select from at The Courier- Pillow Book." recently published by “Don’t you want Gods bosom to be Cross Creek, just west of Lsland
have roses in bloom.
party Nov. 28. There wlll be no
For a Christmas gift, why not
NORTHPORT
,
meeting Thanksgiving night. At Ute choose a box of our Stationery for
Mrs. Clara Grant of Warren is Gazette offlee. Three-day service Applefon-Century. derives its name your pillow?" It is a little volume Grove Fla.
• • • •
from an old Negro spiritual refrain:
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Green and next meeting Dec 1 supper will be men and women? With name and
visiting friends in town.
of devotion.
Phyllis
Bottome.
author
of
"The
at 6.30 with Misses Annette Merrifamily
have moved to Brunswick.
The Ladies' Aid held a supper
• * • •
Mortal Storm." will have a new book
thew. Laura Oxton and Helen Flan-; address on sheets and envelopes or
erk
Mrs.
Emma
Creamer,
who
has
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
"Chateaubriand. Poet Statesman, appearing about Jan. 29—"Danger
monogram on sheets and address on
Burleigh Staples.
been visiting hrr sister in Somer tiprs In chsrge. The first and sec
lover," the new biography by Andre Signal.” (Little. Brown & Company i
ond degrees will be conferred, after envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $150 a
ville. Mass . has returned home
Mauroi-.. will be published by Har Margery Sharp, author of that en
which election of officers will take box. We have some very attractive
Miss Madaliene Mahoney has re
NORTH. HAVEN
per At Brothers on Nov. 23 Of tertaining book. "The Nutmeg turned from Rockland, called by the place.
THANKSGIVING DAY
boxes to select from at The CourierHappy Days 4-H Club met Satur
Mrs. Hanson Crockett has re
special interest to American readers Tree." hopes to have her new’ novel Illness of her mother. Mrs. Charles
Gazette
offlee. Three-day service
ready for late spring publication.
day at the home of the leader,
turned from a weeks visit with her
is the account of Chateaubriand s
Mahoney.
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
Meanwhile,
she
is
busy
with
Brock
Thelma
Wood.
The
county
leader
daughter. Mrs. Dorothy Emerson of
travels In the United States, where Pemberton .New York producer,
Mrs. Gertrude Boody of Golden Spurgeon Benjanten gave an inter
Augusta
he announced to President Wash who will present her dramatized Rod Chapter. O.ES. Rockland. In esting talk, on first aid. Refresh
Mr. and Mrs Alton Lewis are ui
ington hls intention of going across version of "The Nutmeg Tree" thi3 spected the Beach Chapter recently. ments were served by the leader.
Mothers!
town for a short stay
Visitors were present from Sears
Brainerd and Brown's Corner Whenever anyone in your family has
th? continent In a wagon drawn by fail
Anna Dyer returned Thursday
• • • •
mont. Belfast and Rockland.
schools closed Nov. 18 for a week's a cold, don't takej
four yoke of oxm returning by way of
from Baltimore where :he recently
needless risks..
A. S. M Hutchinson calls his new
At a special meeting held Nov. 17 vacation.
Hudson Bav. Labrador and Canada novel, “As Once You Were," and it
underwent an operation. Soon
ease misery with
officers of Excelsior Lodge. FAM.
"Washington’s eyes opened wide. tells the story of a man who
after her arrival Miss Dyer was
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE USED BV 3 MOTHtRS OUT OF 5
were installed.
He invited the young madman to planned for 30 years to give himself
taken seriously ill and was removed
ADS
The neighborhood meeting wil! be
dinner, but gave him no encourage a long vacation, and finally did it.
by motor beat to Knox Hospital
held Nov. 29 with Mystic Oran2e
ment.” Thwarted in this magnifi And did the things he had always
where she underwent an emer
of Belmont as host.
cent scheme. Chateaubriand let his dreamed of doing. Riding a bicycle
gency operation and is reported to
Mrs. Elmer Oxton and Mrs. Mel
.V ;-z->
"'v, '' }
x
v:;: xYv'.xflB:
..
Xx
beard grow, bought an Indian out was one of them, for instance.
ts resting comfortably.
vin Wood were ln Camden recently
fit. and went off to hunt the carca
• • • •
Erdine Calderwood of Vinal
on business.
jou. "It is only an inoffensive little
Haven has been recent guest of her
A unique collection of letters writ
Fred Blood delivered a load of fur
beast, not unlike the squirrell. but ten by famous men and women is
aunt Mrs. Chester Dyer.
niture Wednesday to thc Harry
carcajou . . The wo:d was satis announced by Macmillan—"Letters
Mrs Barbara Joy ls a patient at
Murray cottage at Molasses Pond
fying and Chateaubriand wor tc Children.” compiled by Eva G
Camden Community Hospital where
in Hancock County.
shipped words."
Connor.
General
Washington
writes
?■
she recently underwent an appen
Among the lucky hunters are
• B • B
a letter to thc 3-year-old daughter Arthur Carver. Jr Melvin Dr.nkdix operation.
Marjorie
Kinnan
Rawlings,
of the Marquis de Lafayette. Geof water, Louie Drinkwater. Eli Cobb.
Mrs. Mabel Stone ls in Camden
author of the best-selling novel
frey Chaucer writes to his 10-jear- Harry Murray. Jr.. Melvin Beckett
ior a few days.
"The Yearling." expresses hope that
oid
son, Lewis. Lorenzo de Medici and Mervin Ingles.
Freddie Bartholomew won’t play
to his little girl of eleven. Mark
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rollins ot
the part of Jody Baxterf in the
Twain to Elsie Leslie. Robert Louis Searsport are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
screen version. The action revolves
Thanksgiving snaps such as this are easy with any camera. You can tell about a Florida Cracker boy and the Stevenson to a boy who asked for Willard Thompson
his autograph. Hannah More to
the whole story of Thanksgiving Day in pictures.
NEW
Elmer (Oxton was in Bangor on
“big scrub" country of eastern
Edward A. Freeman when a 'boy. • business recently.
'T'HANKSGIVING Day dinner of- put on. Snap the guests as they ar Marion country, and “the accent of
Sufferers from Rheumatism, Arthritis. Neu
Jane Austen to her niece Cassy. Our
Funeral services were held for
ritis. Sciatica, and Lumbago! Make this
fers one of the year’s best oppor rive. Catch a snapshot of the turkey thc British schoolboy would be
fourscore famous characters are ' Miss Mabel E. Wadlin at her home
simple, easy test.
Get an inexpensive
as
it
is
taken
steaming
from
the
frightfully out of place," Mrs Raw
tunities for a series of story-telling
package of MYACIN today. Take tablets
oven, nested in golden-brown pota lings contends Mrs. Rawlings con represented—writers, artists, states i with Rev. J. Reid Howse of Belfast
as directed. If you don’t experience prompt
pictures. These pictures can be
relict within 48 hours, return the balance
toes. These preparations make re
men—and their letters teem with officiating. She Ls survived by two
of the tablets, and we will refund your
taken easily, with any kind of cam markably interesting pictures — so tinued to say that while she has
money in full. The formula for MYACIN
wit, philosophy and gaiety.
j sisters, Mrs. Harriet Whiting of
great
admiration
for
Bartholomew
FOR 1939
was originally discovered in Europe, but
era, and they will occupy a proud don’t miss a detail!
• • • •
is now used by thousands of doctors and
Northport,
Miss
Olive
Wadlin
of
place
in
your
snapshot
album.
"as
an
actor
and
a
personality
”
nc
At
dinner,
you
will
be
pretty
busy
hospitals throughout this country. Contains
Alexander Kerensky, last premier
AMERICA’S
no harmful, habit-forming drugs and will
Most of the pictures will be indoor with food—hut it’s easy to take a choice could be further from the oi Russia before the Communist Washington. D. C.. and a brother
not upset stomach. Regular package only
George K Wadlin of West Orange.
snapshots, and these are easy nowa few moments out now and then for character of Jody. "Freddie simply
LOW-PRICED
50c. Large economy size Si.00.
days. All the equipment you need a snapshot. Keep the camera at exudes sophistication. Jody may revolution, is in this country ful N. J. Interment was In East NorthC. H. MOOR & CO.
is two or three large photo bulbs hand, and arrange your lights so exude a great many thing-—th? filling a lecture schedule which will port.
322 Main Street.
Rorkland. Me
take him from coast to coast and
and some inexpensive cardboard re they can be placed quickly and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Oxton have
scent of dog, of fawn, of cak leaved, include most of the big cities of the
flectors. Screw the photo bulbs into snapped on. You'll want a picture of
at even
moved to thc place formerly occu
of
squirrel,
of
just
boy
—
but
he
bridge lamps, attach an extension the whole table, with everyone
country.
pied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard
Vinal Haven & Rockland
cord so the lamps can be moved seated. Just before dinner begins. certainly does not exude sophisti
Thompson.
about easily, load your camera with Then there are Individual shots— cation.’’
Education is not filling the mind
Steamboat Company
♦ • • •
Mrs. Catherine Breslin ol Water a fast panchromatic film of the super Billy admiring the turkey — Ann
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Rawlings came to Florida with knowledge, but turning the ville was weekend guest of her par
type—and you are all ready to fire busy with an enormous “drumstick”
away.
—Uncle John cracking nuts.
during the boom days of a dozen eye of the soul toward the light.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mitchell.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Don’t limit the pictures to the din
You can easily see what a splendid years ago. and became deeply in
Robert Brown, formerly employed
A GTNtRM. MOTORS VALUF
ner Itself. There Is much more to story there is to tell—and there will terested In the Crackers, particu
Read Down
Read Up
at the Oreenlaw farm, Is working for
WE
BUY
A. M.
P. M.
shoot. Start early. Get a picture of be many more picture chances than larly those living in eastern Marion
Bert Collemer at Lincolnville.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Mother with her basket, bringing ln those listed here. 'Better start mak
Grand View Grange met Thurs
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
the Thanksgiving groceries—or one ing your plans, and let the family county. She mingled with the na
TEL. 1000-W
71'! MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
day night with Robie Ames, master.
of the store delivery boy bringing help make up a list of "must” snap tives. went on camping ar.d hunt
Clarence
E.
Daniels
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
GLIDDEN
RINES,
Bath
Road,
Wiscasset,
Me.
Ar. 2.45
Mrs. Edna Ball was admitted to
them in. Show the mixing of the shots. It will be fun for them as well ing trips with them, and acquired a
JEWELER
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
sympathetic Insight into their lives. 370 MAIN ST.
i
membership.
Miss
Madaliene
MaThanksgiving
cake
—
and
after
it
is
as
you.
ROCKLAND
122*
I honey will be hostess at a card
baked, take a picture as tbe icing ls
Jphn Vg3 Qqlldgr,
She lives on her orange grove at

T

"Let up__ light up a Camel ”

you

lefVP- LIGHT up a camel !

SNAPSHOT CUIL

COLDS?

VISKS

WE CAN SHOW YOU

NEW WAYS TO
GET MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY!

RHEUMATISM
Pain Promptly Relieved

PONTIACS

LOWER
PRICES!

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

U
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i.
Ruth Arlene went to Boothbay Har- In the evening the speaker was Rev.
bor Sunday for the day.
Alger W. Geary, pastor of the First
Advertisement* ln this column not
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons returned Baptist Church in Portland, and
to exceed three ltnee Inserted onos f»»
25 cents, three tlmee for 50 cents. Ad
Sunday night from a week's visit Mrs. Geary was the soloist,
ditions! lines five cents etch for one
BLACK 3-fold veterinarian’s Instru
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
time 10 cents for three time*.
Blx
in Boton.
Robert Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. j
ment case lost, possibly ln Waldoboro
—
AT
—
small words to a line.
Correspondent
or South Thomaston
Reward
DR.
Miss Belle Cullen is enjoying a J. Russell Davis, had his seventh j
A. W PEABODY. Tel 1-5. Thomaston.
week's vacation from her duties at birthday yesterday and was host to
______________________________________139*141
TeL 2229
John Bi:d Co.
a party of friends: Joan Vinal. Bea- !
POCKETBOOK lost Saturday ln Com
munity Building, contained small sum
Mrs. Willis Stiles and son Wil - trice Lewis. Jean Spear, Signe I
of money, glasses, other articles
Re
liam Calvin have returned to Wood- Swanholm. Mary Jean Lakeman. :
ward.
23 FRANKLIN ST.
140‘lt
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gerrish have
As collected by our correspondent,
fords after spending two weeks with Gay Stetson, Jeannette Johnson. J
moved from the Deane block to the IF you like to Draw. Sketch or Paint BOAT found drifting between Burnt
Write for Talent Test (No Feel.) Olve and Stlmpson Islands Nov. 11 length
her mother. Mrs. Martha Carter. Dea Perry of Rockland, Henry '
GILBERT HARMON
Haskell tenement on Pascal avenue —
Motor re
age and occupation. Write "F" care 24 ft. beam 7 ft., white
Owner notlfv ALTON S. CAL
Mrs. Mary Berg and Miss Alice Hastings. James Bell. Keith Beattie.
137*142 moved
formerly occupied by Mrs. Terrance The Courier-Gazette.
Telephone, Camden 713
DER WOOD. North Haven. R F D
PIGS dressed; good work, prompt
Oliver were dinner guests Sunday Clinton Condon, Charles McLain,
Dow.
138*140
service
MASON JOHNSON, Tel 138
lo! Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach.
Leon Simmons and John Spear In | Maynard Carroll is at the Hotel ment in a Tree Surgery Unit in
140-142
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. Mrs.
I A public game party will be held the game "Hit the Hay." Gay Stet- Hampton. Miami. Fla., for the Augusta.
WILL do crocheting, knitting, mend
Louis Ca*h, Mrs. Effie Veazie. Mrs. ing.
darning and similar work.
MRS
at the Masonic hall Monday night1 son won the girls’ prize and Henry winter.
/SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Mrs. Dorothy Perrin is a surgical Marie Bisbee. Mrs. Leona Salisbury FARL WOODMAN. -Tel 451-12. 138*140 I
sponsored
by
the
Star
Circle
of
Hastings
the
boys.
’
The
luncheon
Correspondent
and Mi's. Elsie Hawkins were in CLEANING, pressing fall coat.-, and ♦
At the card party sponsored by patient at Community Hospital.
suits remodeled. NEW YORK TAILOR.
Grace
Chapter.
Mrs.
Avis
Brazier
table
decorations
and
favors
were
Tel. 190
137-tf
Mrs. Kenneth Weymouth who Fairfield Friday to call on Miss Ar Main St. comer Summer St
I Mis. Leila Smalley. Mrs. Josephine in keeping with the Thanksgiving Megunticook Grange Saturday night
HOUSEHOLD furnl'liings for sale;
lene
Ingraham,
the
occasion
being
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock 500 capacity brooder stove; 2 Incuba
first prize, an electric beater, went has been spending the past week
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders tors; 1932 Chrysler sedan, transmission
Stone and Miss Helen Studley are 1 season, and Robert had three birthMembers of Grace Chapter, OE.S. the committee making arrange-1 day cakes. Special gues'.s were h:s to Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell Second with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arlene's 21st birthday anniversary’ solicited. H C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J broken. PLEASANT VIEW FARM, Tel
131 tf Camden 8816
140 142
prize, ten pounds of sugar, went to George Milliken returned Sunday She was generously remembered
who attended the inspection of merits.
two grandmothers, Mrs. E. W Freewith
gifts.
They
also
called
on
WOODSAWINO machine for sale.
Orient Chapter, Union, Friday 1 Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts have J man of Rockland and Mrs. A. D. Harold Robinson and Ralph John to Clinton.
HYLAND MACHINE CO , Park Place
BESSIE HARRIM AN
Tlie Monday Club met at the Mrs. Lucy Stevenson another pa
140*142
night were: Mrs. Avis Brazier, returned to Belmont. Mass., after(Davis. also Mrs Bertha Radclifl? son won a squash as consolation.
tient
at
the
Sanitorium.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Chilman and home of Mrs. J. Hale Hodgman.
FUEL oil tank for sale 275 gal on 18"
worthy matron of Grace Chapter, having
guests of her sister, of Rockland. Mrs. Edwin French of
Funeral
services
for
Bessie,
wife
legs, perfect condition »5 Q R SKIN
■on. Edward of Auburn spent the Mrs. J Riker Proctor was the The Twentieth Century Club met
Mrs. Edna Young. Mrs. Bernice Mrg Josephine stone, several days. Camden and Mrs. Warren Feyler.
NER. Mountain road. Box 171, R.F.D.
Friday afternoon at the home of of Charles H. Harriman of Long city
I40*lt
weekend
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
reader.
Knights. Mrs. Dorothy Libby. Mrs.
Mrs William Colburn has re
ton panel truck for
Dorothea Young. Mrs. Blanche Vose, turned to Portland after visiting
Mrs. Rollo Gardner.
j \jrs & j Norton of Acre Island Mrs. Nellie Ballard. Mrs. Mildred Cove were heid Monday from the 1930 DODGE
nice condition, bargain at $45.
STONINGTON
Msr. George H. Thomas is ill at! spent the weekend with her mother Rhodes, substituting for Mrs. Nancy Eurpee Funeral Home. Interment sale,
Mrs. Florence Gardiner. Mrs. Emma Mrs. Marguerite Johnson a few
ROCONY FILLING STA . RI 1. Pleasant
J
Tribou
as
reader,
gave
a
review
St . city.
140*lt
Kalloch, Mrs. Winnie Slader, Mrs. ti»ys.
her
heme
on
Bay
View
street.
was
in
Thomaston.
Mrs.
Harriman
Mrs. Mertie Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howell
double burner circulat
Eleanor Cullen. Miss Helen Stetson. There will be inspection of Orient | passed the weekend in Sangerville.
Dr. Saul Pollsner ls having a short of "The Life of Pasteur.’' An addi died Saturday morning at the home ingFLORENCE
The Monapaka II owned by Dr.
oil neater for sale, like new; rea
tional interesting feature was a
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames, and Mr. Lodge of Masons tonight. The E..
of her mother Mrs. Stacy Simmons sonable price K M DAGOETT. Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Chadbourne Knowl Hannibal E. Hamlin of New Haven. vacation.
talk
by
Mrs.
John
Thompson
on
Ave.,
city. Tel. 1183-W
140*142
and Mrs. Ralph Carroll. Mrs. Lilia A. degree is to be conferred on
Rev. W. F. Brown read a paper
whose tender care will never be for
ton of New Hampshire visited his Conn., lias arrived to lay afloat for
the Pennsylvania Dutch, their cus
CHICKENS, fowl and turkey for «alp,
Ames of Ivy Chapter. Warren. Mrs. two candidates. R. T. W. Ralph
on "Citizenship" at a meeting of
gotten by her family.
parents, Capt. and Mrs Edward the winter at railway basin.
fitsh killed for Thanksgiving. PETER
toms. habits, etc., as observed by
Lilia Pierpont of Fon-du-lac Chap Stahl of Waldoboro is the inspecting
A devoted mother wife and friend, EDWARDS, Tel 805-J. 271 Limerock Si .
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Pitcher of the Decemvir Club held Monday her on a recent visit to that section
Knowlton recently.
Rockland.
138-140
ter. Washington and Mrs. Alice officer.
at the home of Dr W L. Dickens.
she will be sadly missed by all
Mrs Sadie Alexander who was re Worcester Mass. spent the week
of
the
State.
ThLs
week's
meeting
ELECTROLUX vacum cleaner with
Macgowan of Deering Chapter. Mr. and Mrs Allerton Black who
end at Lincolnville Beach as guests Supt. and Mrs Charles E. Lord of tlie Club will be omitted on ac relatives and associates. She was attaehmens for sate, used very little.
Portland also attended from Thom are occupying Mrs. Ernest Mont cent guest of relatives, has returned
139 141
j of Mr. Pilcher's parents. Mr. and have returned from Boston where count of the holiday and the fol a past noble grand of Puritan Re TEL 136. 38 Summer St
home.
aston.
100 BUSHELS nice turnips for sale,
Mr.
Lord
attended
the
New
England
gomery's apartment are making
bekah
Lodge
of
St.
George
and
a
lowing week will be the first open
40c per bushel. J. L. GRIFFIN, Union
Capt. Albert Coombs of New York Mrs. Warren Pitcher.
Herbert Morgan left yesterday for preparations to return to MassaSuperintendents' Conference.
member of Naomi Chapter, O.E.3.
1J9*111
Today is annual donation day at
meeting
of
the
Club
year.
called
on
relatives
here
lately
a vacation in New Hampshire.
j chusetts to live.
A public Thanksgiving service will
ol St. George, and the Granges of LARGE homemade comforters for
Community
Hospital.
You
are
in

Mr and Mrs. Ralph Howes cf Northbridge, Mass., and Whitins sale, all colors, all patterns. TEI,.
The annual inspection of May-' Mrs. Angelina Sullivan returned Capt. and Mrs. Coombs will go
j be held at the Baptist Church
vited to call between 2 and 5 o'clock Thanksgiving morning from 9 3O*B?Uast were caller* Saturday on
1007-M.________
isjEtf
South this winter.
ville. Mass. Deceased was an at
flower Temple. Pythian Sisters, was'from Boston Saturday, having been
j All gifts are gratefully received.
PARLOR suite for sale, like new. low
Tlie
Kate
D.
Seavey.
Capt.
Wil

to
10
o'clock.
Note
that
the
service
Mrs.
E.
A.
Champney.
held Friday night with a large at- [ called there by the illness of her
tendant of the Methodist Church.
price. 91 NORTH MAIN ST
138’140
Mrs. Marion Wadsworth enter- will be but one half an hour in
mot Hardy, has been unloading
Miss Della Larson is a surgical Survivors
are her
husband. LARGE reed divan for sale, good
tendance. Mrs. Goldie Hall, dis- sister.
j tained at dinner Saturday night at
patient at Knox Hospital.
trict deputy grand chief, of Cam-1 Fred S. Kenniston of Union spent cord wood at Webb's wharf.
length. Offering for relief work.
Charles H. Harrbnon; mother. Mrs. condition, fine for sun poreh, price
very low
108 UNION ST
138*140
' her cottage at Norton's Pond The
Viola
Conley
spent
the
weekend
Mrs. Leslie Ames is ill at her
den. was the inspecting officer. Sup- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs William
Mrs. Marshall E Reed and daugh Stacy Simmons: three children,
guests
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rollo
GLENWOOD
oak
parlor
stove
for
sale
with her grandmother. Mrs Stella
home on Sea street.
lier was served by Mrs. Ruby Allen. T Smith.
ter Dorothy were recent overnight Mrs Edward Curtis of Long Cove. good us new. $10 gets It. 8. H HAU.
I Gardner. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Chil
109
Park
St.
138*140
Knowlton.
Mrs. Fred Farnsworth left Sun visitor-; at the home of her mother Mrs. Floyd Dailey of Rockland and
Mrs. Avis Maxey, Mrs. Grace An
Mrs. Edgar Ames accompanied by
man of Auburn, Mr. and Mrs. Les day to visit relatives in Portland
Miss Florence MacFadden of Rock
Mrs. Annie Richards was called
drews and Mrs. Banche Everett.
Mrs. Minnie Weed. On returning Charles Harriman. Jr.; four grand SMALL farm for sale, cheap for cash,
ter Pitcher. Miss Frances Rankin.
also range $8 Tel Thomaston 62-J B.
to Roxbury they were accompanied children. Gloria. Donald and Pa PAULSEN
A .stated meeting of Grace Chap land. motored to Lubec Saturday to to Medford. Mass., this week by the Earl Pitcher. Edward Chilman of and Massachusetts.
138*140
The
Comique
is
presenting
a
at

spend
the
weekend
at
Miss
Mactricia
Curtis
and
Merlene
Dailey;
sudden death of her brother. War
by Mrs. Weed who will remain with
ter. OES will be held Wednesday
VERY
good
buys
—
Superior
lumber:
Auburn. Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Pit tractive stage show Tuesday with
three sisters, Mrs. Winnie Cordio Matched pine boards: novelty pine vid
ren Brown. Mrs. Alda Small is
them for the winter.
night. Officers need not wear white. Fadden’s home
Hag; also best seasoned framing lumber
cher
and Chester Gardner.
eight acts of professional and ama
Mrs Russell Staples returned of Fitchburg. Mass. Mrs. Frank unq ooard.- James y meserve. v
Mrs. Leila Smalley was hostess Edgar Libby is spending a few keeping house during her absence
Charles Spruce attended a meet teur vaudeville.
Tei. North whiteth-ni
The movie is Monday from Knox Hospital where Ames and Mrs Edward Spear of'£.,?•
Miss Clara Tapley, dental hygien
to the Whist Club Saturday night. days in Boston.
15 23.
132*146
ing of the Maine Law Officers Iden- "Touchdown Army" with John she was a surgical patient two Rockland: one brother. Roy Loth-,I -raT
Dr.
and
Mrs.
J
B
Curtis
have
re

h.rd
wood
per foot, fitted. $125.
ist.
is
working
for
two
weeks
with
Miss Helen Studley was a substi
i Tifleation Association held Thurs-1 Howard and Mary Carlisle,
rop of Brunswick, and a half-broth- i sawed. $115. long, $1.05. M. b & c o.
weeks.
tute, and prizes were won by Mrs. turned from a hunting trip, with a the first six grades.
„
perry. Tel. 487.
128-tf
day at the Municipal Rooms in the
Misses Orace and Lydia Hopkins The Johnson Society meets Wed cr. Raymond
deer.
Stevens of Rockland.
-------------------------------- .
Blanche Vose and Mrs. Lilia Ames.
Capt. Albert Webster and Oeorge
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy PoCity Hall m Waterville. The meet- !eft Tuesday to spend the Thanks- nesday night at the home of Mrs
Mrs. Marian Williams was hostess
Those from out of town who at cahontus soft coal: drv fitted hard
Eaton have returned from a fishing
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford and
Junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN, Thom
, ing was preceded by dinner at thegiving holiday with their nephew Olive Whittier.
to the Monday Club this week. Mrs
tended the services were Mrs. Co- and
aston. Tel. 62
131-tf
Mr. and Mrs. John Tillson spent Herbm Newbert was awarded the i trip.
turn,
Ephraim
Lothrop,
Mr.
and
Crescent Hotel
(Ormand Hopkins, in Hyde Park
The Methodist Ladies Aid memSunday in Portland.
Mary
McGuire
was
home
from
I first prize and Mrs Cora Ome the
I Edward Dearborn has employ- Mass
j bers are busily engaged with prep- Mrs. Ed. Lothrop. Mrs. Antonia
____ _
Augusta over the weekend.
“ 'Cause We Like It 4-H Club J consolation
__ _ __
'
■ ........ -------------------------------------------------------- arations for their annual Christmas Cordio and children of Fitchburg. *
meets Wednesday night, at the Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Brasier re
Mr. and Mrs. Armand Polequin of
keys in their flocks. The inspector • fair. Monday night they met at
TURKEYS TO MARKET
home of Miss Margaret Hyscm. turned Sunday night from a week Lewiston were weekend guests of
I cannot say. and I will not say,
■»
demonstrates how turkeys are I the home of Mrs. Lou Richards to That
she Is dead—she ls just away
”
— “
High street.
end visit with Mrs Inez Flint in Rev. Fr. Polequin.
Blur. White ami Red Band Signi judged trademarking only fancy, tack a quilt: tonight they will meet With a cheery smile and a wave of the
HEAitu room to let. near bath; one
Mr and Mrs. Wendall Barlow Dover.
hand
minute from Post Office.
7 Masonic
Lowell Kent ls home from yacht
fies They Are Quality Birds
well fleshed and unblemished birds. with Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell for work She has wandered Into an unknown St
. TEL 1185-R.
138-140
and daughters Lillian Thurston and Among those from the Christian ing.
lane1
-------Although the trademarked birds on aprons and Friday night they niiu
HOUSE to let Dec
And mi
left us
u*» thinking
uiiiifciiik how
nuw very
vcr. mu
fair ; 1kAtll
« ...
,
. five
. rooms wf.h
££. \ Broad St furnace, earage
Endeavor Society who attended the
More than 5.000 Maine turkeys i represent less than ten percent of will hold a session at the church It need- must he. for she llngeri mere '
Ar.d you. oh you. who fondly yearn
J
140 142
annual Knox County rally in Little
will go to market, trademarked with ^Is year's Maine crop, the increase vestry for sewing.
For the c'.dt'me step and glad re urn.
FOUR furnished aud unfurnished
field Memorial Baptist Church in
the official blue, white and red band during the past year is evidence of
Mrs. Fred Cook returned Thurs Think of her : till ln the same old way. apts to let. with and without bath 12
She ls not lead—she ls just away
KNOX ST.. Tel 156-W
140-tf
Rockland lat night were Harriet
around the wing, insuring the ■ nie wide spread popularity of the day from Community Hospital.
FIRST floor modern four room apart
Relief from Discomfort of
finest quality birds for Thanksgiv- ( trademarked products,
Tillson. Hester Faster. Kathleen
Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes. The celebrated actor. Henderson, ment to let. garage 120 MAIN ST.
SEVERAL HUNDRED 34 INCH
143*142
Anderson. Leslie Simpson. Charles
ing Market Chief, Charles M. White.
White stated that inspections are daughter Judith and Mrs. Wayne was seldom known to be in a pas Thomaston
SMALL apartment to let all modern,
Simpson. Olive Rowell. Leah Tillson
stated here today.
made of all trademarked birds when Carroll were dinner guests Sunday sion. When at Oxford, he was one at 42 Fulton St . city, TEL 960-R
Norman Overlock, Marie Clark
The practice of trademarking the they arrive at the markets and'of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory at
day debating with a fellow-student, _________________________ __________ 140*142
TRY GENUINE
THREE light housekeeping rooms to
Howard Miller. Gwendolyn Barlow.
better quality turkeys with the of cases of misbranding was almost Glen Cove. They later motored to
who lost his temper and threw a let with use of bath, suitable for two
Warren
Macgowan.
Edward
Thursficial
Maine
brand
was
established
negligible in the 1937 crop.
Tenants Harbor to call on Rev. and glass of wine in Henderson's face. persons. MRS A. O. LORD. 5 Bay
BAYER ASPIRIN
View Square.
139-141
FOR CASH
| ton. Lucille Gillis. Lillian Thurston.
j last year and during the 1937 sea
Mrs. Perley Miller.
Mr. Henderson took out his hand- large ,unny )lght
Esther Achorn and Maynard Lin
son approximately 2.400 birds were
A union Thanksgiving service of kerchief, wiped his face and coolly room to let. sink and lavatory also
"IN HIDDEN TAXES"
See MR. RACKLIFF
scott. After a social period from
branded This year the number of
the Methodist Baptist and West said. "That, sir, was a digression— 308 Main st.
138*14O
R
.ckland
Coal
Co.
Wharf
5 to 5.30. the business meeting was
trademarked birds is expected to People of Maine Pay I-argc Sums— Rockport churches will be held now for the argument."
140*141
i FOUR-room apartment for rent all
1 held, and supper was served at 6.
show an increase of more than one
! modern Improvements, heatin'; aud
Move To Protect Living Stan- Wednesday night at the Baptist
“ toe king equipment Included. Best lo. hundred percent, according to
Church.
The
combined
choirs
will
I
cation. TEL 543-R
158*140
dard
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
1 White.
furnish music and Rev. N. F. At WHIKEAS. William Brooks, ol Rock-) RESTAURANT fully equipped with
land. County of Knox and State of) 'i*ree room furnished apartment for
Inspection is made at the request
Taxe.s, averaging $270.40 annually wood of the Methodist Church will Maine b» his mortf.ige aeed dated
week
First class condition; Barter
cf the turkey raisers who in turn
,
preach. An invitation Ls extended June 18. 1934. recorded ln the Knox' shop, first elas, condition fully
for every family in Maine, have (e
..vmieai.
lo
aitowrl
'Tl.a
i
Rtgistry
of
Deeds.
Book
No
241.
Page
|
equipped.
i agree to brand only the best tur- leached a point where they are un to etenonp to attend. The hour J conveje(j to lhe Home Owners' Loun Tel 1154 or$4330Week. V. F STUDLEY.
138-tf
Corporation, a Corporation duly estab-! FURNISHED, three room apt. to let
dermining living standards. Mrs. J is 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, son and i States o'^Ameri'^.
havin^it^o’mw'Lnd £. “*>11 houaekeepimf 31 ocean st
of America, having Its office and pP| 106-W
Marden De Shon, prominent Port
135tf
land clubwoman and leader cn an daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Elmoj^JMSi of SbVVVou FURNISHED apartment to let 57
137-tf
Crozier of Rockland and John
- ■ 1 lowing described real eata'e situated CRESCENT ST
i anti-tax crusade, declared today.
„r
! in Rockland, tn said County cf Knox
SMALL furnished house to let at
Stone
of
Camden
returned
Saturanc
j
state
oi
Maine;
"Residents of this State contrib
Spruce Head near salt water; new
“A lot or parcel of land situated
ute more than $53514.184 annually day from a tw*o weeks' visit with | at Pleasant Gardens, so called in garage. Ideal for year-around home;
rent reasonable
CALL 793-W
106-tf
tc the support of local, state and Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Crozier at Prince raid Rockland, being Lot numbered
SINGLE house to le' at 8 Rockland
97. situate on the south easterly side
national governments." said Mrs. Edward Island. Enroute there they of Olenwood Avenue, so called, St., garage, D. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St.
134tf
alnlng four thousand six hun
De Shon. state director of the Na were weekend guests of Rev. and ccn
dred eighty 14680) square feet, more
FURNISHED room to let, MRS A.
tional Consumers Tax Commission. Mrs. James Howe at Jacksonville. or less, as shown on the plan cf E. C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave., Tel. 576
N Sheffield. Civil Engineer, dated
134tf
“More than 63 percent of this N B., and Mrs. Howe accompanied
May. 1921 and recorded with the
FOUR-room apartment to let. heated,
Knox
County
Records.
Book
3.
Page
them
to
Prince
Edward
Island.
amount is drawn frem Maine's buy
hot water furnished at 15 Summer St.
48
Mrs. Christie Whitney is confined
Call MRS FROST, 318 W.
132-tf
Being the same premises conveyed
ing public through hidden taxes,
to said William Brook... by V F
FURNISHED apartments to let. heat
levies against the producer, proces to her home by illness.
Studley Company. In accordance
ed and unheated. $3.50-$6 week. V. F.
The Wednesday afternoon meet
with Its Bond for a Deed, da ed
PARCEL POST SILVER JUBILEE
sor, jobber, wholesaler and retailer
STUDLEY. 77 Park St . Tel 330, or 283
July 9 1928. and recorded In Book
Main St. Tel. 1154
128-tf
| Por The Courier-Gazette |
ing
of
the
Baptist
Ladies
’
Circ!»
that ultimately are passed on to tlie
235 Page 527 of the Knox County
FURNISHED apartment to lei »t. 17
This ls the station and this Is the train. consumer in higher prices on every will be omitted this week.
Mis. Registry ot Deeds '
WHEREAS
the condition of said Warren St. Inquire at 11 .JAMBS ST
With parcel post for Rockland Maine.
Ivoana Shibles will be hostess Nov. i Mortgage is broken:
121-M
These are the clerks who worked the purchase."
I
Now
therefore, by reason of the
malls.
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let In
Tlie commission, she said Ls con 20
breach of the condition thereof, the quire 12 KNOX ST Tel 156-W
As they whirled along o'er the iron
131-tf
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
rails.
ducting a nation-wide crusade to --------------------------------------------------------------------ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS FLORA
MnTirr
by Elisha W Fike, hs Attorney there131-tf
Nonut.
unto duly authorized by its power of COLLINS. 15 Orove St
Here ls he truck and Oerald McPhee. “arouse tax consciousness in women
All owners of cattle, sheep and other attorney dated October 1, 1936. and
Right at the station, prompt as can be.
FOUR room apartment to let. all
and
to
combat
taxes
that
penalize
live stock are hereby notified that they recorded In the Knox County Registry modern.
Ready and anxious to go to work.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
and
When he gets his mall from the rail the consumer." Mrs. De Shon has must provide protection and shelter of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims a ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634
lor such animals from this date. An foreclosure of said mortgage, and give
road^ clerk.
118-tf
been prominently identified with inspection of all farms in the county I this notice for that purpose
will be made and violations will be' Dated this twenty first day of NovemThese P O. clerks look plenty tough,
the
Portland
Community
Chest
prosecuted.
I
bei.
A.
D
1938
One Is named Davis, the other Is Duff.
w
Signed: Lewis R Hastings | HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
They wait for the mall which comes drives. Maine League of Women
Humane Officer 1
By Elisha W Pike
by rail.
Voters, Maine Federation of Wo
140*lt
14O-T-146
Upon the train for Rockland. Maine,
♦
Which Oerald McPhee will load on his men's Clubs and the Woman's Lit
truck.
And bring to them lf he doesn't get erary Union.
POSITION wanted by middle age
stuck.
woman.
Care elderly couple; hotise“When these unseen, and usually
33
Main St.. Camden
140*142
IlNGlft
And here ls th? Postmaster. Edward unsuspected, taxes increase the cost
» BZWM 5C
Moran.
MAN wanted tn act os direct repre
Tour Dealer in
With a piece of string and a big tin of food, clothing and other neces
sentative for reliable nursery firm. All
can.
Fruit Trees, Roses, etc., completely
sities. the family of small and mod
To . le on the clerk who seems to shirk,
guaranteed
Investment or experi
When the mall arrives and he ought erate
ence unnecessary. Pay weekly. CON
means naturally suffers,"
to work
1
NECTICUT VALI EY NURSERIES. Man
she stated. “Its buying power is
Chester. Conn.
140 It
Henify Chatto. tall and spare.
reduced proportionately with each
POSITION wanted as housekeeper or
Is a little shy. when It comes to hair.
practical nurse. 23 PARK ST. cir*.
But. he watches the work, with a pruci- price increase. Each buying pow<*r
FREE wherever
138*140
•’iced eye.
reduction
means
less
nourishing
AMERICAN
widow desires house
If things go wrong, he’ll find out why.
keeping
position
for
one
alone
—
in the
food for the family's children, fewer
country preferred
Best of references.
Donald Karl directs the work
warm
clothes,
less
adequate
housing
If stamp enclosed, all letters will be
Of each carrier and each clerk.
Ycur Jingle Keck tell* all about the big easy-lo-vvin
answered
Write ”M. M.” care The
Tells them what they ought to do.
facilities."
i
contest tha; starts November 28th. Send in ail
Courler-Oazette.
137*140
To make the U. S mall go through.
Winter*!*
just
around
lhe
corner
—
and
there
’
s
a
ilealei*
application blank today.
A drive has been started by the
CONVALESEANT and invalids cared
Ted Perry’s truck delivers the most
for. at quiet and pleasant home on
tax commission, she added, for units
in l)«K II Anthracite right around your corner, too.
Ask Your Independent Grocer For
Of the city’s parcel post.
Samoset road. Tel. 63-W. MRS DICK.
Ted steps on the gas and makes her in every community in Maine to
132>-4f
So, before home comfort becomes a null problemclimb.
Nissen’s Thanksgiving Specials
join with hundreds of similar group WATCHMAKER—Repairing w
To get his mall out right on time.
clocks, antiques all kinds. Ca
let ns make a prompt, clean delivery of this comfortOld-Fa*hicned Individual or leaf Plum Pudding
aiready active throughout the coun
deliver, S. ARTHUR MACOMB:
Rockland Star Routes number four.
Dtliciour Light or Daik Fiuit Cake, Mince Pic. etc.
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 9,'
If you set a box before your door.
try in the crusade to “protect the
packed hard eoal. Place your order today!
You will bee the truth of the driver's
American standard of living."
boast,

NEWS OF THE DAY

ROCKPORT

In Everybody’s Column

★★★★

CAMDEN

: LOST AND FOUND ♦
it--*--* — - --.-.-.-.i

I MISCELLANEOUS !

THOMASTON

★★★★

FOR SALE

m.,,

;

TO LET

WANTED

COLDS

Table Balsam
Christmas Trees

JOIN NISSEN’S

Parcel
Post’s
Silver
Jubilee
in
Verse

JINGLE CLUB

Get your official
membership button and
Walt Disney’s
Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs
Jingle Book. Ask
your dealer for
your application card.

WANTED

Is Towr Dealer In

D&H Anthracite

SNOW WHITE BREAD IS SOLD

That he never falls with the parcel
post.

CALL 487

Rackliff on the RFD
Serves his patrons to a T.
His mall goes through, all weathers to
blow.
Through heat and cold and rain and
snow.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

All this ls just to let you see,
The reason for this Jubilee.
We feel we have some right ito boast.
Cf these twenty five years of the parcel
post.

SELL wuk

WMTADS

519 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
>6-22

D&H ANTHRACITE-THE 5 POINT FUEL

WAHTADS

I
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Specials For

THANKSGIVING

Page Sevefl

GLITTER, GOLD and GLAMOUR! ☆
Match your evening slippers to the brilliant colors of jewels, wraps, flowers, or ribbons worn in the hair.
Never before have we had such a gorgeous array of evening slippers. Fit for a Queen indeed and we may
all be a Queen for one night at least. The Thrill of being able to say “It’s MINE!” Be Gay and Shine! Shine!

Intercollegiate football squads are
expensive and cost about $75 a
HAIRCUT
player. I wonder who pays?
• • • •
SHAMPOO
Did you realize that ebony blue
is the new mode for hair dyes? Now ’
FINGER WAVE
should the girl with red hair chance
to try a blue dye she might find [
ALL
her hair green.
• • • •
FOR
Checks have begun to come in to I
the Knox County General Hospital.
Do not forget to send yours. Much j
needed.
• • • •
It's such a fine thing to send a
ROCKLAND Thanksgiving remembrance to tlie
M2 MAIN ST.,
| Dr. C. Harold Jameson ot the
Home for Aged Women. You might
Opposite Strand Theatre
! Knox Hospital staff, has returned
try it and see how good it makes
139-140
I from Boston, where he attended
you feel.
{class reunion at Harvard Medical
• • • •
The above comes in Black or Wine rhinestone studded velvets. Gold Kid, Silver Kid or white satin dyeable,
School.
It is hoped many will be .so filled
with this same Thanksgiving spirit
lf you have your slippers dyed use the bright vivid hues of the Holiday Season such as King’s Red, Emerald
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Sherman
and also send fine donations to the
Green, King’s Blue, and Stratosphere Purple! Satin is again extremely important especially in the above
“
The
expected
package
is
a
thrill
spent the weekend in Brooks, guests
excellent hospital.
—
the
surprise
package
is
a
climax.
”
of Mrs. Sherman's brother, A. B.
• • • •
shades. The one outstanding thing in Evening Fashions this year is the effect of overwhelming amounts
Every individual can think of nu
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Flanagan of Wiley and family.
What is your hobby?
of costume jewelry, necklaces, earrings, bracelets, rings and clips, with gold as a standard for many period
merous places where a surprise
Detroit, Mich., and grandson,
Mine is sunshine and flowers.
mystery
package
would
be
most
ac

types set with huge colored stones. Therefore, may we repeat, “Let your lovely slippers match your jewels
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Breen
and
Dickey Princepatter of New York
High hills, craggy and, wet,
are visiting Mrs. Flanagan’s sister, Miss Bernice Tibbetts of Augusta, ceptable this Thanksgiving. Loved Against the evening hours
and let us complete your perfect ensemble.”
Mrs. Sarah L. Brackett, 77 North were guests Sunday of Mrs. Rose one;, away from home who remem As we watch a brilliant sunset
ber
longingly
of
childhood
goodies,
Prescott and other relatives.
Mai nstreet.
Close the twilight with shov.ers.
candies, calcs, jellies and jams the'
• • • •
would
be
th.illed
to
receive
a
Hap

Mrs. Cheever Ames, who has been
Mrs. Loretta Guptill will spend
Tlie November number of “Coun
the holidays with her son, Edgar a surgical patient at the New Eng piness package from the old home, try Gentlemen" has a..tree full of
Guptill, 12 Forest street. Whitins land Baptist Hospital in Boston, and would in return reciprocal? ov turkeys. Did you ever see a turkey
ville. Mass. She lias a birthday tlie the past two weeks, has returned sending 'city' things to those back in a tree? Did you ever see a turkey
home . . . Let's start a Happiness
27th of this month and will be 88 to her home on Orange street.
dressing?
Package movement the week befcre
• • * •
She can '‘step along" in a manner
310 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Thanksgiving . . . and keep .{ for
which belies her years.
The new officers presided at the
What a nice thing it Is to really
all the yea's to come. Can you
Thursday night meeting of Junior
live in a salt water city and see
think of an, bigger dividends that'
Harmony Club, held at Community
the clean, jolly sailor boys on the
YOI’R SOCIAL ITEMS
the return from an investment on
Building. A discussion of “Songs
streets so often. Does the city
Tuttle, Ebba Kalloch, Dorothy KalErnest Johnson and Yale Gold
Harry Berman of Lewiston was
Winter or summer The Cou Made Popular by War” was con a Happiness Package, this Thanks- really have things worth while for
berg
motored
Monday
to
Augusta.
lcch,
Helmi Lahto and Shirley Al a visitor in the city over the week
g'ting.
sent
as
a
surprise
to
sinerier-Gazette is always glad to ducted by Mrs. Noyes, counselor. A
them to do? Does it show them
len. At the happy song-fest, Miss end.
have items whirh concern ar program will be given at the next one who will teccive the thrill of true hospitality?
Mrs. Henry B. Bird gave a tea First Parent-Teacher Meet
Esther French presided at the
• * • •
rivals and departures of people, meeting, which occurs, Dec. 1, mem- a lifetime frem it? If the SilverSaturday afternoon at her home
ing of the Season—Supt. piano and Albert McCarty was lead At the home of Mrs. Edward L.
the social gatherings, engage , bers to take part are Betty Holmes Jubilee Of Parcel Post did little
Televized—new word to me. but on Broadway, complimentary to
Brown, Mrs. Evelyn B. Hix read her
ment announcements, weddings, 1 and Elaine Poust. piano, Bertha more than inaugurate this move they televized a fire at the television I Mrs. E. D. Spear and her more in
Cumming Present
er with Herbert DeVeber and
etc. Please telephone our society • Coombs and Ruth McMahon, vocal; ment as a national observance of centre in New York. The fire was timate friends. Mrs. Spear left
The first me^ of the season'Joseph Toppi,lg asst,tlng' Miss paper on foreign travel to the mem
reporter, Mrs- Warren C. Noyes, {current events, Eileen Beach and Thanksgiving, would it not be a on an island. What next!
this morning on her journey to
bers of Sleeper Bible Class.
contribution of untold value to
of the Rockland Parent-Teacher IBarbara Murray wa-s sol° dancer
873-R, or send directly to this I paper, Harriet Clark.
Florida for the winter.
American
life?
Would
you
send
office.
Donald Saunders, a student at the
Son James has resigned from
Association was held at The High
a Happiness Package? Would you
This is the afternoon of the tea School building last night. The
TEN AN 1 S HARBOR
u. of M. Is spending the week with
Mrs. Leroy Wallace has returned
the
secretaryship
for
his
President
like to receive one? As a surprise.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Mitchell of to Thomaston, having been a surgi
father in Washington because of ill at the Heme for Aged Women. Take business meeting was brief and inThe house, barn and other build- ^Is Parenls. Mr. and Mrs. Ansel C
^Freeport were weekend guests of Mr. cal patient at Knox Hospital. '
I Mrs. Herbert Hall is visiting in health. Wonder who will get the y°ur donation and partake of a cup eluded the reports of the secretary J ings on the Nancy Wheeler property faaunders.
of
tea
with
the
dear
old
ladle.'
and
j fat position?
and Mrs. Herbert Hall.
Portland for a few days.
------------------• • • •
the board of directors, who ar • and treasurer. Mrs. Donald Cum- 'burned Saturday morning with an
Mrs. Adelle Morton has returned
tning.s. secretary pro tern, in the ab estimated lo;;.i of iJOOO The blaze , UOUKIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
taking
great
pleasure
in
serving
Miss Mary Ginn has returned to from a trip to New York, where she
Opportunity says to you: "They
sence of Mrs. Pierre Havener, read originated from a chimney fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Ginn ob
WORK WONDERS
the staff at the Cooley-Dickinson visited her son Adelbert Morton and serve their 25th wedding anniver do me wrong who say I come no from 3 to 5 o'clock
the secretary's report. Mrs. Donalu
Hospital ln Northampton, Mass., family, and was guest of Mrs. Myr sary today at their home on Me more, when once I knock and fail
Prise winners at the recent beano L. Kelsey, treasurer, reported a bal
after spending a month's vacation tle Judkins in Union, N. J.
to find you in; for every day I stand
chanic street.
party at Grand Army hall were ance on hand of $206.42, with out
i at her home.
outside your door and bid you wake
I.innie Gray. Mrs. Alden Ulmer. standing bills of $7.20. An item of
X.CS. Club met Thursday with
Mayor and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie end rise to fight and win."
Sadie Foster and Faith Brown, receipt since the May meeting was
A cruel New England custom Mrs. Marguerite Harris for lunch and daughter Louise, Mr. and Mrs.
• * • •
DINE NEXT THURSDAY
specials.
Regular prizes were a contribution of the American
eon
and
sewing.
The
meeting
this
Nov.
19
and
still
window
boxes
are
under guise of family love has an
Donald H. Puller, Herbert Mullen
WITH THE FAMILY
awarded
to
Hazel Nash, Susie Karl. Junior Red Cross of $3.76, designat
week
will
be
postponed,
because
of
blossoming
on
Union
street
and
nually forced mother to do heartAt The
and daughter Miss Vivian Mullen.
ed to be spent in some helpful cause.
Lillian
Grover,
Albina
Taft.
Nellie
ibreaking labor at Thanksgiving pre the holiday, the members to be en Miss Alfreda Perry, Miss Lucille they look so beautiful defying the McAuliffe. Mrs. William Foster.
Several of the newly elected
paring the feast and clearing away tertained Dec. 1 by Mrs. Herbert Sandner and Ernest Keywood en old Jack Frost
Mrs. Cclby Moore. Mildred Condon. Rockland teachers were introduced
afterward. The new Thanksgiving Black.
joyed the hospitality of the Captain
The Rockland High School build Katherine Kendrick, Charles Over-1 '’V ltl€ president, who made brie f
spirit brings mother rest and happi
and officers aboard the US..S. ing is a very busy place both day lock. Winifred Butler, Ernest Camp- remarks concerning the purposes of
Chapin Class meets tonight with
ness that she may enjoy instead of
Yorktown Sunday. The guests were and night. What a credit that bell, Faith Brown, Elizabeth Greg Parent-Teacher organizations ln
FULL COURSE
Mrs.
Dorothy
Smalley,
Broadway.
I dread the holiday. Dine with the
escorted about the great ship. Aft building is to the citizens of Rock; ory, Alice Russell. Mabel Zaitceff, general. Supt. George J. Cumming, j
family at the New Thorndike Hotel.
ernoon tea was served.
land who have the vision to see its j Carl Packard, Nettie Packard. Mrs. fast recovering from an 111 turn suf
Miss Carolyn Howard, entertained
Ijet the expert staff do the work and
TEL. 620
McCaslin, Clara Cates. Frances fered several weeks ago, and Mrs. |
needs and produce it.
for
take the worry while your whole a group of friends Sunday after
Henry A. Howard left Sunday
Cumming, were present at the meet- :
•
•
•
•
[Weed,
Inez
Packard,
Evelyn
Archer,
lieirrvations
GRILL ROOM SERVICE
! family enjoys this great New Eng noon in observance of her 10th morning enroute for St. Petersburg,
'And silence like a poultice came I Linnie Gray. Margaret Bowler, ing.
land holiday. Telephone The New birthday. A theatre party was en Fla., fully prepared to defend his to heal the blows of sound;’ You'Dorothy Smith. William Brackett,
A “get acquainted" session was !
Thorndike Hotel early and make joyed with refreshments at Chis numerous titles. The green benches will all appreciate that fact when I Mrs. Jenkins. Ruth Brackett. Wil- held in the gymnasium, features of !
reservations for this delicious full holm's Spa. The guests were Mari are yearning for him.
static comes over the radio and you [ liam Thomas. Pearl Huntley, Mrs. which was a “circle" at which every
course turkey dinner at only $1. lyn Spear. Joan Perry. Diane Came
one present met and talked with all j
can shut it off instantly.
Jameson.
ron,
Phyllis
Shute,
Erlene
Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Thorn
Phone number is 620.—adv.
» « e •
the others; the partaking of re- [
HERE IS
Betsy Cooper and Priscilla Clark. dike arrived at St. Augustine, Fla.,
Dedham. Mass., is believed to be
freshments of ice cream and fancy 1
to find themselves in the midst of the first community to employ the
OPPORTUNITY
cookies and the singing of old time
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Greenough a tropical storm, with seven inches
strip tease technique in fund-rais
and
popular
songs.
Read this and cheer up
WITHOUT
and son Bertram, who have been of water covering the highways and
ing. In the Do-it-for-Dedham drive Are you bo bluu that life is no longer worth
Each one present was "Tagged" !
guests of several Rockland relatives lines of men by the roadside to
they have a baby painted on a bill living? Do you cry easily? Do you feel low, by a committee comprising Mrs. I
PRECEDENT
mean, depressed —juat absolutely SUNK?
the past few days, have returned to show where the road really was.
board in the Main Square and will
Putnam P. Bicknell, Mrs. Donald L. 1
Then here’s good news for you in case you
Hartford, Conn.
in the sale of
From St. Augustine they Went to tack on an article of clothing as need a good general system tonic—Juat take Kelsey. Mrs. Donald Cummings, i
famous Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
West Palm Beach to visit Charles each $1,000 is collected. It's really pound. I>*t ita wholesome herbs and roots Mrs. Ralph Smith and Mrs. Rhama |
The Y.&O. Club met Friday night L. Wilson.
help Nature build up more physical resist
anti-strip, if you want to be techni ance and tone up your system, so that it can Philbrick. Refreshments were served j
with Mrs. George Shute, sewing oc
more easily throw off the "blues” and give
cal, as the baby is unclad.
by Miss Sereen Nottage, head of the J
more energy to enjoy life.
cupying the evening. Refreshments
Mrs. Harriet Barbour, Miss Pearl
• • • •
MILLIONS of women have depended up
Home
Economics Department, who
were served. Owing to the holiday, Borgerson and Mrs. Florence
this Compound and have passed the word
With and without Fur Trim. W'e
Shop early for Christmas treasures on
along to friends and neighbors, and to their was assisted by the Misses Barbara ,
there will be no meeting until next Knowlton won card honors at the
are overstocked on the smaller
Provide blessings for those in need; children.
Murray, Angelina D’Agostino, Grace
Why not take Pinkham’s Compound and
week, when the club will be enter meeting of WIN. Club held with
sizes and to make way for incom
go “smiling thru”?
Think of the untold pleasures
tained by Mrs. Elmer Pinkham.
Mrs. Vera French. The traveling You may give to those in need
.1
ing furs we offer—
prize went to Mrs. Hazel Curtis.
* • • •
Luncheon was served after play.
How many of the Philharmonic
Wednesday Night Is
are still living and can sing? How
Two of the Yorktown's sailors they did uplift this city with their AWARD NITE, $275.00
CAMDEN
who had never eaten a lobster fell music.
in company Sunday morning with
• • • •
TUESDAY, NOV. 22
a genial deputy sheriff who treated
“Fond Dad—I certainly am going
Professional Vaudeville
{them to a couple. And what a tc let you drive just as soon a.s both
J story they are going to write home you and the car are a little older."
A Personal Word
Plus Amateur Acts
RKO RADIO
• • • *
j to the folks about that feed, also
tart Hit witH Hirtk Dimity.'
Diplomacy is tbe only game in
their first sight of a snow flurry.
Irahy f«|«. Rjipti Firtii.
8 Acts 8
Fiacat Nwui
which it ts permissable to draw
Busy Central Maine lineman took cards out of your sleeves.
THURSDAY
• n • •
possession of Main street in the
From
the
Boston
Transcript;
“
In
small hours of yesterday morning
Qevt&fawo
and lo! and behold! there were the his first interview with the press
Fcr ever thirty years I have handled and
holiday lights when folk6 came after Nov. 8 Mr. Roosevelt tells nis
down into the business zone to take gullible (?) puhlic that he fore
dealt in furs cf all descriptions—raw furs to
-o?id9on:fle.nr°''o—j
up their day's affairs. The color cast the election results with om
with
the finished product. To all prospective buy
scheme Is somewhat different than niscient accuracy. Would his om
ers of fur coat;; my best personal advice ts
JOHN HOWARD
SPECIALS!
. in former years and will be gen- nipotence have us also believe that
available—whether the best suited garment is
he
planned,
it
that
way?
I erally voted as very attractive.
and
to be had here or elsewhere and the answer
BRIAN DOHIW
• •••
ing of any point on furs—
PERMANENT
VYNN BARI
MARY CARLISLE
Miss Mabelle Spring motored to The world's loveliest Island, Tris
WAVE
W ITH NO OBLIGATION TO BUY!
WALLY VERNON
Boston Sunday for a short visit tan da Cunba has a population of
NOW PLAYING
Stage Show at 8.00
180
persons.
with
Miss
Bessie
Hall
in
Melrose,
I,. K. G.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
STEAM OIL
then to Salem for a Thanksgiving
* H»h teW*1
in
Mrs. William Hooper was hos
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 23
PERMANENT
visit with her cousins the Charles
“JUST AROUND TIIE CORNER"
TODAY
tess last night to Monday Niters at
Richardsons.
"BOY MEETS GIRL"
“COCOANUT
INDIVIDUAL STYLE
her home on Pacific street. Prizes
JAMES CAGNEY, PAT O'BRIEN
For Thanksgiving wares, see our were awarded to Mrs. Arthur Bow
GROVE”
AL’S HAIRDRESSING display of genuine early American ley. Mrs. Lawrence Mills, Mrs
with
SALON
glass and china, moderately priced Forrest Hatch, Mrs. Van Russell
FURRIERS
Rockland
TeL (83
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Murphy.
Mrs.
Clar

for
this
week's
sale.
A
window
286
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
FRED
MacMURRAY
16
SCHOOL
STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.30
TEL. 826
“Hobby show," worth looking into. ence Knowlton receiving consola ■
TEL 409
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
139-140
tion.
.....
What Not Gift Shop.—adv.

$1.00

®SOC* ETY

Economy

Beauty Parlor

Happiness Package

$3.50

$4.50

$5.50

$6.50

BLACKINGTON’S

Got Acquainted

THANKSGIVING A LA 1938

NEW
THORNDIKE HOTEL

Turkey 4*1 f|A
Dinner, «pl.UU

IF YOU FEEL SUNK

CLOTH COATS
Very Special
Price Reductions

COMIQUE

Be Ready For

THANKSGIVING!

To Prospective Buyers of

“TOUCHDOWN
ARMY”

S

Fur Coats

$3

$7

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Every-Other-Day
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EALM OE
Mu:

SIC
by Gladyi St. Clair Heistad

pianist to the Emperior Franz Josef
of Austria and Carmen Sylva of
Roumania. What a fabulous career
this man of 75 can look back on.

Symphony in Light Effects

Fruits Of Saving
Will Soon Be Received By
the 7,000,000 Christmas
Club Members

Three hundred and thirty milAgain lam indebted to Miss Mer mas Donkey." and for a piano,
-Little
Waltz
for
Nancy."
Versa!
lion
dollars wil1 >* distributed to
tie Hemenway for programs, clip
pings. etc., of New York musical tile Geraldine's book (autobiogra about seven million Christmas Club
events. There is always interest to phy) is being classed by some of I members by approximately 4500
be feund in these, and particularly the critics as close to banal in bankin8 and financial institutions
and other organizations during Na
so in the account of the Toscanini places
tional Piosperity Week, starting
concert of the NBC Symphony Or 
Monday.
Nov. 28. according to an
Again we note that stunning
chestra Nov. 5. when on the pro
gram was heard two works by Sam Marion Rous who charmed a Rock estimate given out by Herbert F.
uel Erber. ycung American com land audience in a lecture-piano Rawll. founder and president of
poser. who has been a summer vlsi- recital several years ago. is con- Christmas Club, a Corporation,
tor in Rockport and Camden during ducting preparatory readings for sponsors of Nat.onal Prosperity
recent years. These two works were Philhaimonic-Symphory listeners. Week. The total distribution for
"Adagio for Strings and "Essay for Course A. under auspices of the 1938 is about 3 percent in excess of
Orchestra." and were given a first Laymans Music Courses. Inc., at 1937 and the number of members to
performance
under
Tocanini's The Mannes Music School, bear the receive Christmas Club accumulamagic baton. Of the occasion Olin prices of $15 for 13 readings (al- j tions shows an increase of approxi
Downes writes:
i
ternate weeks) and $23 for 26 read- mately 6 per cent.
The average distribution per
"Toscanini conducted these scores ings (consecutive weeks), for memmember
amounts to $47 as against
as if his reputation rested upon bers of the Philharmonic-Symphony
the results. Mr. Barber had reason League; for non-members $18 and $48.55 for 1937. This decrease in
for thankfulness for a premier un- .$28 Single readings. $150. Course per-member accumulation was ap
parently caused by pay roll lay-offs
tier such leadership. And the mu- B. for radio listeners, covers Philsic proved eminently worth play- harmonic broadcasts, and are con and pay roll reductions made effec
ing. The Adagio for strings, par- ducted at New York University, tive during the early months of 1938.
Tower entrance to the Palace of Mines, Metals and Machinery
ticularly. is the work of a young Fifteen sesions $15. Single ad- The estimates are based upon a
substantial number of reports re at the 1939 California World's Fair on Treasure Island in San Fran
mustcian of t:ue talent, rapidly mission $1.25 Theme sheets mailed
ceived from institutions operating cisco Bay. This picture taken at night during preliminary, ex
increasing skill, and. one would in- to broadcast listeners $5 per person,
perimental tests of the fair’s $1,000,000 illumination program.
ler, capacity for self-criticism. It
Glancing through Roland Hayes' the Christmas Club plan in differ
is not pretentious music. Its author program for his concert on Nov. 8 ent sections of the country.
partment has distributed large
Using reports received in 1938
dees not pose and posture in his at New York Town Hall, a group
quantities of information and edu
from individual Christmas Club
score He writes with a defln.te strises attention by the unusualcational material Including 150.000
members
and
applying
these
reports
purpose. a clear objective and a ness.
Entitled "Selections from
lapel buttons to be worn by all letter
Great
Doings
In
the
Parcel
sense of structure. This is the prod- Eight Epitaphs" settings L-' Theo- to the entire distribution for 1938.
carriers, window clerks and rural
the
estimated
fund
of
$330,000,000
00
Post Service Throughout free deliver}- carries: 100.000 porters
uct of a musically creative nature dore Chanler Poems by Walter de
wil be used by the recipients ap
and an earnest student, who leaves la Mere, ihz program notes read:
ir. eight colors to every city postthe Country
nothing undone to achieve some“The stark power, the gripping proximately as follows:
office and every post office having j
$106 920.000
A call on the businessmen of the
thing as perfect in mass and detail poignancy, or castigating ht'.mor be- Christmas Purchases
88.110,000 nation to participate in the cele ruial free delivery or village car
a*. his craftmanship permits. A hinc the crude phrases of i~ crip- Permanent Savings.
rier service; 10 000 truck posters fori
46 200.000
ycung man who has so genuine a. tiorv, on tones in English country Year End Bills.
bration of the silver jubilee of the the 5.000 motor vehicles in offices
Taxes.
32.010 000
talent and purpose should go far. graveyards, have been simulated by
parcel post was issued today in a
30.690.000 joint communication from R. H operating truck service; and 45 000
"The 'Essay for Orchestra.' mod- de la Mere in these verses. The sub- Insurance Premiums.
sets of literature for the guidance of
Education. ^Travel and
estly named, is well integrated with \ jects of the epitaphs follows:
Cabell, president of Armour & Com- postmasters.
Charity,
13.860.000
clear Instrumentation, and with de- j "Our infant. Alice Rodd ... so
pany and David Burpee, president
The parcel post service was in7.590.000
Mortgage Interest,
velopment of the ideas that uni- small, scarce aught at all.
of W. Atlee Burpee Company, Phila eugurated 25 years ago when John
Unclassified.
4
620.000
fies the music in spite of changes | Three spinsters, “gentle to all oc
delphia. co-chairmen of the na Wanamaker. the famous Philadel
$330,000,000
of tempo and marked contrasts of' earth, save man. In him they said,
tional committee directing the cete- phia merchant, mailed the first par
In the distribution of Christmas
orchestration."
all woe began!"
brrtion.
cel pest package to President Wil
We learn from Mr. Downes' ar“Thomas Logge. a rascally dogge." Club funds this year. New York
All communities served by the liam Howard Taft at Washington.
tide that Mr. Barber is now 28 years i a dwarf, whose tiny frame was State leads the other States with 44.877 post offices will observe the Wanamaker. as Postmaster General
about $95 000.000; the estimates for
old.
beautifully fashioned.
anniversary with activities ranging under President Benjamin Harri• • • •
"Stranger, here lies Ann Poverty; Pennsylvania are $32,000,000; for lirom tpecial parcel pest displays son. 1889-93. was the foremost busi
Massachusetts
$30000.000:
for
NewAnother review sent me by Miss Such was her name and such was
in post office to civic luncheons in ness advocate of the Parcel Post
Jersey. $23.000 000.
New York's
Hemenway engages our interest— she. May Jesu pity Poverty."
hor.ee cf the jubilee and parcel post system.
the American debut of 17-year-old
"Be very quiet now; a child's Metropolitan district will receive educational activities in the schools.
From a minor division of the pos
The Bank of
Robert Virovai. Hungarian violin asleep in this small cradle, in this about $57 000.000
“Business depends to such an im tal service, parcel post’ ha made
America N. T. & S. A. in California
ist. His debut, made with the New shadow deep"
portant degree cn the parcel post such strides that today it is in sec
will distribute $12,000,000 to more
York Philharmonic-Symphony, in
and the United States mails in gen ond place, representing approxi
Vieuxtemps' Concerto for Violin
On the evening of Nov. 13. 1888 than 200.000 members. The Bank eral. that businessmen have a vital mately 19 percent cf the total posof
the
Manhattan
Company
has
and Orchestra: No. 4. in D minor. a handsome young man of 25 with
ccncem in the movement just start- ta[ revenues. For the 1938 fiscal
Op. 31. created nothing less than an amazing mane of sand-colored $3,900,000 for more than 80.000 ed by the po t office department to i year tlie revenue from parcel post
members
enrolled
at
56
offices
in
a sensation, the fire and beauty of hair set down to a piano on the
increase the vo:umc of postal busi- | totaled $140,000,000.
his playing exciting the audience stage of the old Steinway Hall (New- Oreater New York The Seamen's ness by merchandising the service
E. C. Moran
Bank
for
Savings
in
New
York
City
to applause before the artist was York i and sent his fingers flying
to the public.' Mr. Cabell and Mr.;
Postmaster
has
an
approximate
total
of
$1,950
half way through the Concerto. At through the intricate mazes of
Burpee
pointed
out.
the end of the work they cheered Liszt's "Don Juan Fantasia." Fifty 000; The Dime Savings Bank of
"The farmer and the business •
Virovai, the orchestra clapped, and1 years have passed, thinning the Brooklyn $950,000: the Fidelity man alike need no blueprint from
Barbirolli pressed the young man's j sand-colored mane a little. But Trust Company and the Howard
us to realize what improvements in ■ WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
hands; everyone was happy.
the fleetne s of Moriz Rosenthal's Savings Institution, both of New the "Postal picture and tax picture, j
and
ark.
New
Jersey,
each
have
a
sum
Virovai. born in a part of Jugo fingers and the astounding powers
DEODORANT
the legitimate development of this
exceeding
one
million
dollars
slavia that once was Hungary, be- of his steel-banded forearms are alChristmas Club members enrolled great public market would bring, j
Sick Rooms
came a pupil of Hubay. A year or ’ together undiminished. On Nov. 13
at institutions serviced by ChristFor t*le balance of the month of
Bath Rooms
two ago he won first prize at an j 1938. exactly half a century from
mas Club. A Corporation, for 1939 November designated by Postinternational contest for string) the hour of his memorable debut
Kitchens
wil have an opportunity to partici- master General James A Farley a;
players in Vienna. Afterward he Rosenthal came out onto the stage
Garage Floors
pate in a $5000 cash Prize contest. ’ National P.irrel Post Month the
traveled and concertized in Europe. of Carnegie Hall for a Golden JuConcrete
Floors
the intent of which is to secure a bu ir.:i;inen are asked to make a,
Lawrence Gilman stamps Virovai bilee Concert, and demonstrated
Slogan
that
best
expresses
the
perpersonal
study
of
the
rvices
effStone Steps
as a genius—saying the young mu again the phenomenal virtuosity
manent thrift development features ered. and ‘o co-operate with their
Refrigerators
sician has those primary qualities that designates him “the last of
local pcs*, offices, civic organizations
Drain Pipes
which one requires of the true ar the pianistic Titans." He played of the Christmas Club idea.
------------------and other groups, to the end that
tist: a musical nature and a pure on a golden piano that was esToilet Bowls
We suggest that the noblest pa- there may develop a greater knowland sensuous tone. Hls technical pecially constructed for him by the
Lavatories
triot
is not the man who waves the edge and apprecia'ion of the facill-j
powers are remarkable, yet he tran Baldwin Company.
Garbage
Pan*
flag most violently, or rattles the ties offered by the postal establish,
• • a •
scends his technical equipment by
sword
the
loudest,
but
he
who
walks
ment.
He is the only Chopin interpreter
Takes all unpleasant odors away
making it seem the natural medium
The national commute-, in co.
Once Tried, Always Used
of our times to have studied with in the way of righteousness and
of a sensitive and gifted spirit.
operation with the Pest Office DeChopin's own pupil. Mikuli; he was peace
Among new publications we note i Franz Liszt's disciple and constant
two songs and a piano number by’companion for nearly a decade; he THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE
Thrown For A Lost
Geraldine Farrar—the songs are j was friend of Brahms, Rubinstein
"Easter Robin" and "Little Christ- ! snd Johann Strauss; he was court

Its Silver Jubilee

Cote’s Magic Water

Can be
Used
For

America's big holiday will *oon be here—
and a harvest of values are now waiting in
your nearest First National Store. Be sure '.o take advantage of these low prices—stork up today
Prices Effective At Our Rockland Stores

STORES OPEN TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY EVENINGS

BUTTER, Brookside Creamery,
1 pound roll 29c
SUGAR, Granulated, 5 pound ba g 26c.
10 pound bag 46c
24,/2 lb sack 53c
FLOUR, Finast Bread,
24*4 lb sack 49c
FLOUR, Old Homestead Pastry
DAINTY-JELL, assorted fruit flavors,
3 for 10c
PURE LARD,
2 pound cartons 19c
MILK, Evangeline Evaporated,
4 tall tins 23c
3 1-lb bags 39c
COFFEE, Richmond,
3 1-lb pkgs 20c
SUGAR, Confectioners or Brow
pound 17c
CHEESE, Mild and Tasty,
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray,
17-oz tin 10c
OLEO MARGARINE, Cloverdale Brand,
2 lbs 23c
2 pound pkg 14c
CRACKERS, Soda,
FINAST SQUASH,
No. 21/* tin 10c
TURNIP, Yellow,
4 pounds 10c
CABBAGE, solid heads,
5 pounds 10c
OCEAN SPRAY

FRUIT
CAKES
25/

EA

ROUND or OBLONG EA

GIFT SIZE

MINCE MEAT

Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,

priced at only—

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00

32 07 25c
J.AR

ti“27c

TOMATO
JUICE
24 oz TINS or
16 oz BOTS

CIDER
VzlLSC.I\

oz 35c

25/

•Jtu/,

lb 23c

DIAMOND BUDDED
RED STAMPED

PVRE
SWEET

GUi
JUG

1I5#C
Or

23c

lb 23c
GAL
J LG

29c
i y2 oz pkg 9c
lb 19<

BELL’S SEASONING
WHOU
MILD CHEESE
MILK
FANCY
oz
SEEDED RAISINS
3 15PKGS
15 OZ
FANCY
SEEDLESS RAISINS
PKGS
.11 OZ
CURRANTS PLlMP TEM,ER
2
PKGS
FRUIT
No. $• • TIN
NO. I
EVEREADY COCKTAIL
23c
TINS
SNOSHEEN or
44 OZ
CAKE FLOUR
SWANSDOWN
PKG
FINAST PITTED DTAES,
7% oz pkg
CnnKICQ FINAST—HOME STY LF.
2 lbs
IX CELLOPHANE B.1
IAGS
RITZ CRACKERS,
1 lb pkg
FINAST SQUASH,
No. 2% tin
DUFF’S GINGER BREAD MIX 14 oz tin
SMYRNA LAYER FIGS
1 lb cel. pkg
Mil LBROOK OR RADIO
A|x KINDS—CONTENTS

q

ZZ OZ
BOTS

«5

JULIENNE SHOE ITKIM.'^stVIe
1 lb jar
WHITE MEAT TUNA,
2 No. */2 tins
FANCY SHRIMP ME?£’M
No. 1 tin
2* oz
BAKED BEANS
FINAST
TINS

2

15<
25<
27«
27<
9t
25<
17c
10c
21
25
OQ

10
25
10
oq

2 « 25
FRIEND’S or B &. M BAKED
BEANS
RICHMOND
2 lge tins 23
PEACHES SLICED OR HALVES
FINAST PEACHES, or^ves 2 lge tins 21

Dromedary Mixed Peek, "-in*
23c
Flako Pie Crust
8 oz pkg 14c
Finast Maine Corn 3 No. 2 tins 25c
Richmond Sweet Peas 2 No. 2 tins 23c
Finast Apple Sauce 3 No. 2 tins 25c
B&M Marrow Squash I Plt,2 tins 15c
‘Yor’ Garden Peas 2 No. 2 tins 29c
Grapefruit Juice,
46 oz tin 19c
Mirabel Grape Jelly lOoz tumbler 15c
Maraschino Cherries
8 oz hot 15c
Finast Prune Plums
2 Ige tins 25c
Doughnuts
2 doz 29c
MF |)
SAI
lgf.
OQr
Olives
13c
23c
IMIT
BOT
BOT

and the better class of cards at prices

Richmond Coffee,
3 1-lb bags 39c
Confectioner’s Sugar 3 1-lb pkgs 20c
Sweethome Chocolates 1 lb box 27c
Mirabel Apple Jelly 2 16-oz jars 25c
Finast Pineapple atom o'
ti n 19c
Campbell’s Tomato Soup 3 tins 20c
Habitant Pea Soup
2 2tins 25c
Underwood’s KEm“ei>
2 2‘T',^ 25c
Rinso or Oxydol
2 lge pkgs 39c
Ohio Blue Tip Matches 6 lge bxs 17c
Red Salmon timberlake 2 tall tins 35c
Quaker Oats
48 oz pkg 15c
Eveready Corned Beef 12 oz tin 15c

FRUITS z./zz/VEGETABLES
:::ORANGE SALE:::

exceptionally low
These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card

17c
pkgs 23c
PKGS

ITS

TONICQ

3

We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal

69/
99/

FOR THANKSGIVING PIES
0 oz
PKGS

FINAST Accepted
by Am. Med. Asso.

CHRISTMAS
CARPS ,
Qwur/

WAI NI

10c

7*1 oz
CTNS

rANCV NEW VROP

MIXED NUTS

4 LBS-8 ozs

FINAST,
2
NONE SUCH 2
WHIPPLE’S
FRIEND’S

1? oz
TIN

DROMEDARY P,TTED DATES 2

These fancy dark fruit cakes are
made from an old English recipe.
Each one very attractively pack
aged.
1 LB-2 ozs
’ LBS-S oz

EA

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

FLORIDA, SWEET, JUICY

Medium Size,

Smarter than ever ... and yet .. . for all their warm cheer
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
Postage 10 cents extra.

CELERY,

Don’t wait!! Come now while the selection is large.

SQUASH,

CRISP
HL'BBARI)

2 doz 35c Large Size,

2doz 45c

EMPEROR

2bchs 19c GRAPES,

2 lbs 15c

YELLOW

4 lbs 10c ONIONS,

10 lbs 29c

Samples on display at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FI RST"N AT I O N A L STORES

